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We hope you enjoy reading our catalogue. If you’re looking for 
something special, if you want to enjoy life on the road to the full,  
a Carthago motorhome is the ideal choice. 

Turn your dream of carefree travel into reality. Don’t be satisfied 
with less, treat yourself to the luxury of a Carthago motorhome that 
meets top standards. Carthago motorhomes are a unique combina-
tion of cosy homeliness, top functionality and premium-class liner 
technology. In a Carthago you feel at home straight away.

Our extra service for you:
Further information online. On some pages you will find web codes. 
Simply enter them on the start page of the Carthago web site to 
access additional information, 360° images, product clips and more.

Series and floor plans
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5.8 XL

62 Q

e-line/s-plus

e-line/s-plus

highliner 50

highliner 54, 59 LE, 62 Q

c-line I/T

c-line I/T

c-line I/T

c-line XL

c-line T-Plus

9 m

8,35 x 2,27 x 2,86 m   4/5   4

8,72 x 2,27 x 3,25 m   4/5   4

Floor plan overview

L-shaped seating group,  
combination bathroom, side kitchen,
combination cabinet for refrigerator

L-shaped seating group with side bench, 
combination bathroom, corner kitchen  

L-shaped seating group with side 
bench, bathroom, corner kitchen

L-shaped seating group with long side bench,  
bathroom, corner kitchen 

Central folding bed,  
L-shaped seating group with long side bench, 
combination bathroom, corner kitchen

Front round seating group with side bench, 
luxury bathroom, XL corner kitchen, 
ceiling-high wardrobe

Front round seating group with side bench, 
bathroom, corner kitchen with round sink

Front round seating group with side bench, 
bathroom, corner kitchen with round sink

Lounge seating group with long side bench, 
maxi-bathroom, XL corner kitchen,  
2 ceiling-high wardrobes

Floor plan family

Floor plan family

Floor plan family

Floor plan family

Floor plan family
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“In every Carthago you’ll find the unique liner de luxe 
construction type. It’s a family likeness without any  
compromises. I guarantee this added value with my name.”

Karl-Heinz Schuler

CMOV006



Editorial

Thank you for your interest in Carthago. Even after more 
than thirty years in the business, it’s always an exciting 
moment for me when our Carthago team presents a  
new vehicle generation. What drives us is a passion for 
technology, quality and design. And we all love travelling 
in motorhomes ourselves. So it’s no wonder we take 
pleasure in presenting innovations year after year that 
make your holiday in a Carthago a treat. 

The experience from more than 33 years of motorhome 
manufacturing goes into every Carthago model. Our 
vehicles are a unique combination of cosy homeliness,  
top functionality, famed longevity and premium-class 
technical equipment. You notice it immediately. You see it. 
You feel it. You smell it. You hear it because you hear 
nothing. And you experience it as soon as you take your 
Carthago motorhome onto the road. 

Would you like to get an impression of Carthago at first 
hand? You’re welcome to meet us at trade fairs all over 
Europe, visit our authorised dealers, or come to our new 
Carthago World in Aulendorf in the new year. In the 
“Carthago City” you’ll get to know the entire range in a 
setting that reflects the insistence on quality that makes 
us a premium manufacturer. Experience Carthago for what 
it is: innovative from the Management to the expert in 
Production, high quality and exquisite, quality- and service-
oriented, personal, reliable, a company you can feel. 

It’s always been important to me as a business owner to 
be independent and not under the thumb of a large group. 
The Carthago team is dedicated to this tradition of an 
owner-run company. And you can see it in our products: 
They are not off the peg. That’s why we will stick to  
this course and always put social responsibility for our 
employees and the Ravensburg region as well as techno-
logical progress before profit maximisation or shareholder 
value. You’ll notice we like to talk about “Carthago genes”. 
Unique in the industry, this principle means the technol-
ogy from the liner premium class is also used in every 
other vehicle class. What does this mean for you? Our 
c-tourer or chic c-line vehicles also feature the best chassis 
technology, high-quality furniture construction and 
craftsmanship you otherwise only find in the top class,  
in other words the liner class. 

Dear motorhome enthusiasts,
dear customers,

Karl-Heinz Schuler,
Founder, owner and managing partner  
of Carthago Reisemobilbau GmbH

I am fully committed to this Carthago philosophy and 
guarantee it as the company’s founder, owner and 
managing partner. 

Your 

Karl-Heinz Schuler



The Company

Locations

Aulendorf

Odranci/Slovania

In the new Carthago World in 
Aulendorf, daily factory tours 
will be held from 2013.

Manufacturing of the models 
chic e-line, chic s-plus,  
highliner, liner de luxe.

Production of the models  
chic c-line und c-tourer.
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The Company

The Carthago phenomenon

Motorhome construction at Carthago is a 33-year success 
story that began with campers based on the VW van, 
progressed through alcove vehicles and has now devel-
oped into today’s semi-integrated and integrated vehicles. 
Today, Carthago is a trailblazer in this area. However differ-
ent the various models were over all these years, they 
were and are based on fundamental values that have 
persisted throughout our corporate history. Then as now, 
every Carthago motorhome stands for top quality, 
excellent living, sleeping and driving comfort, intelligent 
and reliable technology and not least individual design 
that makes the brand instantly recognisable. 

The high degree of in-house production is the basis for our 
famous quality. All the components that make a Carthago 
a unique masterpiece are manufactured by us. Production 
of the ultra-stable chassis parts through to the exterior 
hatches, as well as the building of the robust furniture 
elements in traditional and professional cabinetmaker 
quality – we have made a conscious decision to do all this 
and more in-house. That has enabled us to ensure top 
technology in the premium class, and to transfer it to the 
medium class. This development is unique because most 
companies in the industry develop the other way round: 
They started with caravan production and transferred this 
technology to motorhomes. We’re confident that the 
Carthago method is better for you as a customer who 
expects the best, and we are happy that this approach has 
made Carthago a benchmark for quality and technological 
innovation throughout Europe. 

Today, Carthago operates three production locations: 
Schmalegg is responsible for the dream motorhomes liner 
de luxe and highliner, in Ravensburg-Deisenfang a highly 
qualified team manufactures the chic e-line and s-plus, 
and finally, our high-tech plant in Odranci, Slovakia 
produces the equally popular models chic c-line und 
c-tourer. Each production location is precisely designed for 
its distinct series. This specialisation on the one hand 
secures the top quality you expect from a Carthago, and 
on the other hand guarantees excellent value for money. 
What’s more, it enables us to combine craftsmanship with 
technologically superior series production.
With the completion of our Carthago-City in Aulendorf  
at the end of 2012 / beginning of 2013, this corporate 
philosophy will stay essentially the same, except that the 

liner de luxe, highliner and e-line as well as the s-plus will 
then be produced under one roof in what may be Europe’s 
most modern motorhome plant, featuring the most 
advanced machine stock and perfect logistics. 

Already, you will find the result of perfect craftsmanship 
and modern production methods in every Carthago. Take 
for instance our legendary chassis. Exceptionally sturdy, 
durable and optimally insulated, the body comes with a 
torsional rigidity and solid construction you can actually 
hear when you glide along even poor roads without any 
irritating noise. What other manufacturer has enough 
confidence in its bodywork that it is prepared to give  
a ten-year leak-proof guarantee? 

All the technical expertise that goes into the construction 
of a Carthago motorhome, and all the tests a Carthago 
has to pass before it is ready for series production have 
just one aim: your satisfaction. As our customer, you are  
at the centre of everything we do. This is what lies behind 
the Carthago promise of setting leading standards of 
quality, design and innovation in all classes and all models. 
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Carthago Philosophy

The Carthago “longlife” chassis construction design

Connection between roof and side walls:
Chassis rigidity achieved with curved roof, 
continuous insulation, additional 
reinforcing strip = maximum stability, 
joint without thermal bridges

Lowered scooter garage using precision-
fit, bonded aluminium ring anchor profiles 
= maximum stability, loadbearing capacity 
up to 250 kg

Floor construction: 
Floor underside and top made of GRP  
= durable, water-resistant 

GRP hail  
protection roof

Roof structure: 
Roof outer shell: GRP = hail proof
Roof inner shell: aluminium = 
heat storage and Faraday cage
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Carthago Philosophy

Floor and side wall connection
using precision-fit bonded aluminium ring 
anchor profiles = maximum stability

Aluminium
climate-regulating 
wall covering

Polystyrene (RTM)

Aluminium

The Carthago “longlife” chassis construction design
RTM polystyrene hard foam core as load-bearing structure in 
combination with aluminium not only on the outside but also on  
the inside of the walls (as used for refrigerated vehicles)

Advantages
Ultra-stable RTM polystyrene hard foam core as a self-supporting 
element eliminates the need for timber reinforcement or PU. 
Aluminium inside walls also add greater stability. The RTM poly-
styrene core is highly resistant to shearing and pressure and also 
offers top stability and rigidity. The timber-free structure retains its 
value because it doesn’t rot, plus the torsional rigidity provides high 
driving safety and comfort. No thermal bridges in the walls, perfect 
weight-strength ratio.

The standard solution often used:
Timber lath frame or PU strips as the load-bearing structure,  
polystyrene inner layer as insulation and plywood panels on the 
inside (typical caravan construction method, also often used in 
motorhomes)

Load-bearing structure of side walls and roof

Carthago wall structure: timber-free,  
with aluminium also on the inside = top 
stability, heat storage, wall heating effect
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The Carthago “longlife” chassis construction design

Leak-proof guarantee:The Carthago 
chassis construction method ensures 
the body is leak-free for years.  
We give you a 10-year guarantee – 
from the chic e-line up, even free of 
charge!

Windows:Seitz S 5, 
PU frame without thermal bridges

Carthago Isoplus: hatch fillings made of 
original wall material = uninterrupted 
insulation

Air conditioned double floor: with heat 
storage = underfloor heating

Carthago Philosophy

leak-proof 
guarantee

10-year

unique
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Faraday cage: no need to fear lightning

Double floor storage boxes:  
40 cm deep in heated double floor

Outer storage spaces: sunk into the double 
floor at the sides = easy to load through 
large exterior hatches

The Carthago “longlife” chassis construction design
Aluminium on the wall and roof interiors (entire inside of  
the chassis)

Advantage
No need to fear lightning because of Faraday cage

The standard solution often used:
The interior walls and roof are often covered with plywood panels.  
In connection with a GRP roof, this does not give effective protection 
against lightning because it does not form a Faraday cage.

Lightning protection – Faraday cage

Carthago Philosophy

Lightning  
protection
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Carthago “longlife” chassis construction design compared to other designs

The Carthago “longlife” chassis design
Ultra-sturdy RTM polystyrene hard foam insulation core 

Advantages
• Lifelong effective insulation because no moisture is absorbed
• Top thermal insulation
• High water and steam resistance
• Protects against heat in summer and cold in winter

The standard solution often used:
Polystyrene, PU foam

The Carthago “longlife” chassis design
Aluminium also on the interior wall with additional microfibre wall covering

Advantages
• Heat storage 
• Even heat radiation
• Wall heating effect
• Wall covering regulates interior climate and reduces external noise

The standard solution often used:
Plywood panels covered with decorative foil

Insulation material in roof, wall, floor

Wall inner side

Moisture correction factor for thermal conductivity 
depends on moisture content of the foam according to 
EN ISO 10456

Carthago wall structure

Aluminium

Plywood

Decorative foil

Polystyrene (RTM)
Wall thickness:
c-line/e-line  
38 mm
highliner
48mm

Wall thickness:
30 – 35 mm

EPS/polystyrene 25 kg/m3

Aluminium

Aluminium

Standard wall structure

Our wall structure

Carthago Philosophy
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The Carthago “longlife” chassis design
Outer shell: hail-proof GRP, inner shell: aluminium

Advantages
Exterior hail protection reduces insurance premiums, interior heat storage and heat 
radiation from all-round aluminium. No moisture absorbed from the living space

The standard solution often used:
Outer shell: aluminium sheet (sometimes GRP available at a surcharge), 
inner shell: plywood panels covered with decorative foil

Roof exterior/interior 

Floor/side wall connection

The Carthago “longlife” chassis design
Highly stable connection of floor and side walls with fitted, bonded aluminium ring 
anchor profiles 

Advantages
High chassis stability ensuring driving safety and comfort, high torsional rigidity for no 
creaking, elimination of timber means no rotting, no thermal bridges, perfect and lasting 
leak-proofing

The standard solution often used:
Connection using screw-fastened edge strips made of timber, sealed with adhesive 
bonding material, cover profile on top

Water absorption during immersion EN 12087 Heat conductivity and water absorption by diffusion  
according to EN 12088 (water penetration)

Carthago Philosophy
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Innovative Carthago lightweight construction

Lightweight construction is simple, but 
intelligent lightweight construction is an art. 
When it comes to lightweight construction, 
Carthago is a pioneer. We changed the game 
back in 2008 with the chic c-line. For the first 
time, an integrated motorhome was available 
with top living and driving comfort in a 3.5-ton 
version, offering a user-friendly load capacity. 
The secret? In the chic c-line, Carthago replaced 
lightweight construction with intelligent 
lightweight construction.
 
This distinction is important because anybody 
can achieve lightweight construction by leaving 
out major features or elements of comfort. In 
other words: reduced standard features, smaller 
fresh water, waste water or fuel tanks, less 
powerful basic motorisation. Carthago is 
different: comfort, quality and features remain 
unchanged.

Test the limits, never exceed the physically 
possible, and never compromise on customers’ 
comfort in any way, these are the clear rules for 
our developers. Our promise to you: Carthago 
never takes lightweight construction lightly.

Carthago Philosophy

Highlights “Excerpt from series features  
of chic c-line”

• “longlife” chassis
• Air-conditioned double floor 
• Basic motorisation: 130 HP
• Driver’s cabin door
• Panorama roof hatch over living area
• Largest folding bed in its class 195 x 160 cm
•  160-l refrigerator with freezer compartment 

and much more …

3.5 t
Some floor plans available in 
3.5-t version
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Advantages of Carthago lightweight construction

•  Lower fuel consumption with 3.5 t
•  More load capacity due to lower inherent weight
•  Fewer route restrictions with 3.5 t
•  Fewer toll charges with 3.5 t
•  Class B driver’s licence sufficient
•  No commercial vehicle overtaking ban
•  Fewer speed limits

Carthago lightweight construction technology

•  Use of new, lighter materials
•  Composite materials replace conventional 

materials
•  Furniture construction with lightweight, multi-

bonded plywood, placed on areas under low 
static strain, with rear sides milled

•  Joined to the body with ring anchor profiles made 
of specially lightweight but high-strength 
aluminum alloy instead of heavy wood or PU 
fittings

•  Methods borrowed from aircraft construction: 
Spar structure in double floor with weight-saving 
cutouts (similar to aircraft wings)

•  Perfectly balanced weight distribution between 
front and rear axles

Carthago Philosophy

Carthago lightweight construction: based on aircraft construction technology
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Carthago technology in the liner premium class

Lighting technology

What applies to Carthago “longlife” chassis technology also applies to the chassis technology used in 
Carthago motorhomes. Both benefit from the liner premium class and give every Carthago the highest 
technology standard.

Carthago Philosophy

Carthago lighting technology at a glance

•  Living area lighting with modern LED technology
•  Living area lighting consisting of a large number 

of light spots plus mood lighting
•  You can change the lighting using innovative, 

easy-to-use dimmers
•  Changeover switch system at several switches 

(entrance, living area, sleeping area)
•  Separately activated “nightlight” from the  

chic e-line series
•  External lighting with innovative “coming 

home” function (remote-controlled door light 
and driver’s cabin door light integrated in the 
bus mirror ) and automatic switchoff
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Electrotechnology

Water supply

Carthago electrotechnology at a glance

•  “Luxus” dashboard control panel with modern, 
user-friendly plastic keypad

•  Technical centre in the rear garage, easily 
accessible

•  All the relevant fuses are in the technical centre 
and easily accessible

•  High-quality, high-power gel body batteries
•  Batteries easily accessible in frost-free, heated 

double floor to ensure full power even in winter

Carthago water supply system at a glance

•  Entire water supply system installed for easy 
maintenance

•  Tank cleaning openings easily accessible
•  High-performance water pressure system: the 

same water pressure at every point of service, 
reliable and low-maintenance

•  All components in frost-free insulated and heated 
double floor

•  Water taps / fittings in household quality with 
ceramic cartridges

•  Kitchen tap: designer fitting completely in metal 
with extendable shower hose

Carthago Philosophy
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Carthago driving safety and comfort

Safety allows no compromises. That’s why, in 
the chic c-line und e-line, Carthago relies not 
only on the modern safety and comfort systems 
from the Fiat Ducato and the AL-KO low frame 
chassis, but also adds its own Carthago safety 
technology. Our understanding of safety is not 
only safety on the road, but also security when 
you arrive at your holiday destination. It’s good 
to know we’ve done everything possible to 
achieve this.

Carthago received the first ever TÜV approved 
certificate for motorhome driving comfort to be 
awarded in the entire motorhome sector. It says 
everything that, in a comparison with five 
competitor models, the chic c-line passed all the 
tested criteria, and won a number of “best 
product” evaluations!

Carthago gives you these safety  
and comfort advantages

•  AL-KO low frame special Carthago feature: low 
frame for sturdy fixing of the double floor as 
well as wide wheel base on the rear axle 
(1,980 mm) 

•  Double floor contributes to driving stability
•  Balanced weight distribution and low centre of 

gravity = high cornering stability
•  Safety due to Carthago “Crashbox” chassis 

design: highly stable chassis loadbearing 
structure, timber-free buckle-resistant chassis, 
tough ring anchor connections contribute to 
passenger safety

•  TÜV-certified driving comfort
•  A large selection of optional chassis 

accessory components

Test criteria

•  Driving stability (evasion test) according to ISO
•  Driving comfort according to DIN EN on 

cobbled roads
•  Continuous noise level in interior at a speed of 

50 km/h

Carthago Philosophy

Collision at approx. 60 km/h

The chic c-line on the test route
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Carthago Philosophy

AL-KO low frame chassis –  
a decisive step forward!

•  Low own weight 
= greater load capacity, lower fuel consumption

•  Extremely low centre of gravity  
 = stable roadholding, less swaying

•  Individual wheel suspension on the rear axle 
instead of rigid axle  
=  better roadholding, driving comfort  

comparable to a passenger car
•  Frame hot-dip galvanized instead of painted 

=  lasting protection against rust and  
preservation of value

•  Optional extras: 
 
AL-KO Auto Level Controller 
AL-KO Air Premium pneumatic suspension 
system for the rear axle  
AL-KO 4-channel full pneumatic suspension  
for the rear and front axles

Rear axle with super-wide wheelbase chic c-line chassis test

Auto Level Controller: optimised  
suspension comfort, stable driving level, 
constant ground clearance

CMOV016

1.98 m
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Repair-friendliness

Carthago chassis are not just good to look at, 
they are also practical. The segmented structure 
and intelligent attachment of fixtures makes it 
easy to change parts in case of damage (saving 
you money). That’s a big advantage compared 
to the GRP front or rear panels usual on other 
makes.

Advantages of the side skirts

•  Highly stable aluminium extrusion profile
•  Segmentation means individual segments can 

be replaced (pages 1 – 6)

Advantages of chassis attachment parts

•  High-quality moulded plastic parts
•  UV-resistant, colour-fast
•  Low weight (much lower than GRP)
•  Multi-part front area with separate  

front bumper bar (front 1 – 3)
•  Multi-part rear frame with separate  

rear bumper bar (rear 1 – 4)

Carthago Philosophy

Front Rear

Side
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Carthago furniture in cabinet-maker quality

Nothing matches good craftsmanship! We take 
this high standard seriously at Carthago. It’s a 
principle embraced by all the employees in our 
own furniture workshop. Every furniture shell is 
produced there and processed with care and 
precision by craftsmen. A speciality of Carthago 
is the joining technology of the individual 
furniture parts. They are not just bolted 
together – as is usual in the sector – but also 
additionally joined using the traditional tongue 
and groove method in true cabinet-maker 
tradition.

The result is higher quality you can see and feel. 
Characteristic of Carthago furniture is its 
durability and reduced noise.

Carthago furniture construction

•  Furniture made in our own Carthago  
workshop

•  Use of multiple-bonded, sturdy timber
•  All furniture is supported on the double floor 

(instead of wall-mounted)
•  Furniture designed to be self-supporting 
•  “Durafix” joints = bolted and mortised
•  Noise insulation with anti-rattle cushioning 

and sound-absorbing wall covering =  
no creaking and rattling during driving 

•  Mountings, hinges and drawers in solid, 
professional quality

Extremely robust “piping” furniture construction method

“Durafix” furniture joining technology: bolted and joined

Carthago Philosophy
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Sleeping comfort

Everything for a good night’s sleep. In a 
Carthago motorhome, you sleep like a baby. 
Guaranteed! That’s not just down to the homely 
feel inside, the good interior climate due to the 
microfibre wall covering, the heating effect 
from the aluminium interior walls or the fine 
aroma from the genuine wood furniture and 
exclusive fabrics. We believe that a good sleep 
comes from a good bed! That’s why Carthago 
beds are extra-long, extra-wide and have 
orthopaedic 7-zone cold foam mattresses that 
mould themselves perfectly to your body and 
provide support where you need it. 

If you want to sleep separately or if you’re 
travelling with children or friends, the ideal 
solution are the central folding beds in some 
semi-integrated vehicles or the front folding 
beds in all Carthago integrated vehicles. Of 
course they all have the largest sleeping 
surfaces of their class and are easy to climb into.

Advantages of Carthago sleeping comfort

•  All fixed beds with 7-zone cold foam  
mattresses 

•  Sprung slatted frames
•  Low height of rear beds
•  With 1.95 x 1.60 m folding beds in the  

integrated class
•  Access to folding bed possible without ladder
•  Comfortable sitting height in folding bed
•  Folding beds wobble-free in sleeping position

Carthago Philosophy
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Living comfort

In a Carthago motorhome you experience the 
comfort you would expect from luxurious 
apartments. Thanks to the large living area 
windows and skylights, light streams into the 
vehicle, where you can make yourself blissfully 
comfy in the ergonomically shaped lounge 
seating groups with their quality covers. And at 
times when the natural light is not enough, you 
use the modern LED lighting system to illumi-
nate the spots you want. You can achieve an 
especially romantic atmosphere by dimming the 
lights as you wish. 

Each floor plan reflects Carthago’s typical room 
philosophy: All rooms are spacious, with 
practical room divisions and furniture arranged 
just the way you need it. It’s no wonder 
Carthago is recognised as a model of good 
design. Form follows function. Living, cooking, 
relaxing, freshening up, dressing - there are 
separate areas for all of these functions. At 
Carthago we call this intelligent design, or 
simply living comfort. Be inspired every day of 
your holiday and recharge your batteries in the 
comfort of a Carthago motorhome. 

Advantages of the Carthago living space concept

•  Unique feeling of spaciousness
•  Carthago floor plan concept with clearly 

separated functional areas
•  High-comfort seating groups with ergonomi-

cally shaped upholstery
•  Driver’s cabin seats fully integrated 

in the round seating group
•  Comfortable side bench, optionally with  

5th belted seat (depending on model)
•  Ergonomic upholstery with high-quality covers
•  Interior walls with micro-fibre climate-regulat-

ing covering
•  Dimmable LED lighting technology in the entire 

living area
•  Living area tables can be moved/turned for 

perfect integration into the seating group

Carthago Philosophy
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Carthago core competency: Integrated motorhomes

Carthago stands for the ultimate in motor-
homes, and that goes especially for the 
integrated class. For many years, integrated 
motorhomes from Carthago have been setting 
standards of design, aerodynamic chassis shape, 
visibility during driving and holiday living 
comfort. They also stand out for their highly 
effective insulation. The folding bed over the 
driver’s cabin in the largest class ensures a great 
night’s sleep.

Excellent aerodynamics cuts fuel consumption 
and reduces wind noise during travel

Carthago aerodynamics achieved with:

•  Flat angle of the front mask
•  3-dimensional curved vehicle front
•  3-dimensional convex windscreen 
•  Elegantly curved transition between vehicle 

front and wall-roof transition
•  Aerodynamically-shaped Carthago “bestview” 

bus mirrors

Carthago Philosophy

Effective driver’s cabin insulation

Flat angle of the Carthago front mask compared to competitors.
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Carthago vision concept earns top marks in tests

Vision concept at a glance

•  Road surface visible in driving position from  
a distance of just 2.77 m in chic integrated 
model (Test in promobil 9/2010)

•  Good vision = safe driving
•  Large, low-set panorama windscreen and 

ergonomic cockpit design improve your view
•  Steep dashboard for good angle of vision

Carthago “bestview” bus mirrors

•  Carthago“bestview” bus mirrors with addi-
tional wide-angle mirrors = perfect rear view

•  New mirror shape and optimised positioning 
of the bus mirrors = good view on round-
abouts 

•  Optimised windscreen wiper area = larger field 
of vision in rain

Carthago Philosophy

Front view: top marks in test comparison with competitor vehicles

The polar diagram of circumferential vision shows clearly that, in 
a Carthago chic, you have an excellent field of vision on the road.

1.16 m

2.77 m

Dual-function insulated pleated front window blind

Privacy function: pleated blind adjustment 
from bottom to top when stationary. No-
body can look in, yet you still enjoy daylight 
inside the vehicle.

Light blocking and insulating function: 
pleated blind completely closed

Anti-dazzle function: pleated blind adjust-
ment from top to bottom during travel

Special material with honeycomb and cavity technology provides excellent 
insulation. Dual function due to horizontal adjustment.

CPDF006

Driver’s cabin vision concept
Result: top marks!

Motorhome test 9/2010
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Carthago core competency: Integrated motorhomes

Living comfort in the integrated class Living comfort at a glance

•  Spacious driver’s cabin dimensions  
= more living space

•  L-shaped seating group with side bench  
= room for up to 6 people

•  Driver’s cabin seats rotate by 180° = full integration into 
the seating group for relaxed sitting and TV viewing 
position

•  Generously-sized seats, plenty of legroom in lounging  
or dining position

•  Ergonomically shaped lounge seating
•  Comfortable driver’s cabin seats with armrests and 

height/angle adjustment
•  Driver’s cabin seats at same height as seating group 
•  Driver’s cabin seats turn to create comfortable relaxing 

and TV viewing position
•  “Quick-up” TFT TV pull-out system behind the backrest  

of the side bench

Carthago Philosophy
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Carthago Philosophy

Sleeping comfort in the integrated class

Sleeping comfort at a glance

•   Largest folding bed in its class:  
195 x 160 cm sleeping area

•  No ladder necessary, access via the side bench
•  Low folding bed = low access, plenty of 

headroom when sitting up in bed
•  No wobbling in sleeping position
•  Shelf and reading light
•  Mini Heki skylight above folding bed

•  Alternative option: no folding bed, instead roof 
storage compartments in driver’s cabin with 
storage room hatches

Carthago cockpit concept in integrated models

Cockpit at a glance

•  Living area in driver’s cabin additionally heated 
by dashboard heating (dashboard extension = 
heat storage, large-area radiators)

•  Driver’s cabin area completely integrated into 
the lounge seating group

•  Reversing camera monitor integrated in the 
side of the dashboard (easily visible, anti- 
dazzle)

•  Air vents in stainless steel look (Super pack-
age)

•  Dashboard finish with fine wood veneer 
(Super package)

•  Dashboard with easy-clean soft-touch surface

Driver’s cabin door at a glance

•  Easy access to driver’s cabin
•  Driver’s cabin door with security double  

locking mechanism
•  Driver’s cabin and cabin door can be opened 

with remote control
•  Low-level, easy door entrance
•  Driver’s cabin door lighting integrated in 

mirror arm, activated with remote control
•  Driver’s cabin interior lighting can be switched 

from door entrance
•  Rain deflected by extended mirror arm and 

additional rain deflection strip above the door

Seat height: 
850 – 1,000 mm
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Carthago: Semi-integrated motorhomes

Semi-integrated seems to mean compromise to 
some manufacturers. Not to Carthago. The 
Carthago T models are fully fledged motor-
homes with exactly the same chassis as the 
integrated class except for the driver’s cabin and 
the lounge seating area.

Even the heat storage double floor is a firm 
feature in every Carthago semi-integrated 
model. It’s a double floor that deserves the 
name, because it provides storage
space plus underfloor heating. That makes every 
Carthago T model stand up to any winter 
conditions. The scooter garage in the rear of the 
semi-integrated vehicle is spacious and excel-
lently insulated – just like its integrated cousins. 

Carthago semi-integrated motorhomes  
at a glance

•  AL-KO low frame means low vehicle height  
= saves fuel 

•  Even so, plenty of standing height inside
•  Chassis construction the same as the liner 

premium class
•  All models with heat storage double floor
•  Double floor with storage space 
•  Lounge seating group without platform  

= stepless living area floor
•  All models with lowered, fully insulated 

scooter garage
•  Large floor plan selection, also within  

the 3.5-t class
•  Also with central folding beds

Living comfort in the semi-integrated class  
at a glance

•  High-comfort pilot seats in the driver’s cabin
•  Driver’s cabin seats with height and angle 

adjustment (Super package)
•  Driver’s cabin seats that can be completely 

integrated into the lounge seating group 
without any height difference

•  Driver’s cabin seats rotatable by 180°
•  Extra-high, all-round roof storage compart-

ments in driver’s cabin = lots of storage space
•  Curtain separating the living area/driver’s 

cabin area
•  Roof opening with exclusive automotive 

leather trim

Living comfort in the semi-integrated class

Carthago Philosophy
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Series comparison

Comfort World Champion
The lightweight in the 3.5 to 4.5 t- 
weight class (XL: 5.0 t)
Fiat Ducato with AL-KO low frame  
Special Carthago (XL: double axle)
6.20 m to 7.40 m (XL: 8.35 m)
2.86 m incl. double floor
 

Model strengths
Weight class

Chassis

Vehicle length
Vehicle height

The compact semi-integrated
The lightweight in the 3.5 to 4.5 t - 
weight class
Fiat Ducato with AL-KO low frame 
Special Carthago
6.20 m to 7.40 m
2.86 m incl. double floor (T-Plus: 2.92 m)

Comparison of the chic series

Weight class/
additional load

Floor plan comfort
Lounge seating group

Kitchen

Bathroom

Storage space volume
Double floor

Scooter garage

Self-sufficiency
Water tanks FW/WW

Electricity

Refrigerator

Winter proof
Heating technology

up to 1,500 kg

 L-shaped seating group with and without side 
bench for up to 5 people  
(XL: long side bench)

 Space-saving side kitchen/ 
compact corner kitchen

 Space-saving combination bathroom/bathroom 
with changing room (not 3.7)

“Space” 170 mm air-conditioning double floor, 
external/internal storage space, 400 mm, 
stepless continuous living area floor

Access doors on driver and passenger side  
120 cm internal height

115 l/115 l in heated double floor 
(c-line xl: 160 l capacity)

Electrical centre in rear 
1 x 80 AH, can be increased to 2 x 80 AH
160 l capacity, separate freezer compartment

Hot air storage heating 
Truma Combi 
Living area heating system in driver’s cabin area 
via dashboard, underfloor heating using heat 
storage in air-conditioning double floor. 
Optional Alde hot water heating (XL range)

up to 1,300 kg

L-shaped seating group with and without side 
bench for up to 5 people  
(T-Plus: long side bench)

 Space-saving side kitchen/ 
compact corner kitchen

Space-saving combination bathroom/
bathroom with changing room

“Space” 170 mm air-conditioning double floor, 
external/internal storage space, 400 mm, 
stepless continuous living area floor

Access doors on driver and passenger side  
120 cm internal height

115 l/115 l in heated double floor  

Electrical centre in rear
1 x 80 AH, can be increased to 2 x 80 AH
160 l capacity, separate freezer compartment

Hot air storage heating 
Truma Combi 
Underfloor heating from heat storage in 
air-conditioning installation in double floor. 
Optional Alde hot water heating

CMOV026
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Self-sufficiency World Champion
e-line “Yachting”: 4.5 t  
e-line “Linerclass” 5.0 t
Fiat Ducato with AL-KO low frame  
Special Carthago single/double axle
6.99 m to 7.78 m
2.99/3,02 m incl. double floor

Self-sufficiency World Champion 
on Iveco Daily
5.4 t
Iveco Daily 50C high frame with  
rear-wheel drive and twin wheels
7.78 m to 8.12 m
3.17 m incl. double floor

Additional load World Champion
on Iveco Daily
6.5/7.0 t
Iveco Daily 6570C high frame with  
rear-wheel drive and twin wheels
7.83 m to 8.72 m
3.25 m incl. double floor

Series comparison

up to 1,250 kg

Spacious front round seating group  
with side bench for up to 6 people,  
large, round living room table

Convenient corner kitchen, in some cases 
with double sink

Luxury bathroom/bathroom with changing 
room

“Jumbo” air-conditioning installation in 
double floor, 245 mm, extra-large inner/outer 
storage space up to 690 mm, stepless, 
continuous living area floor, through-loading 
storage space

Access via large opening on driver side, door 
on passenger side, 120 cm internal height

235 l/190 l in heated double floor

Electrical centre in rear
2 x 80 AH, can be increased to 3 x 80 AH
160 l capacity, separate freezer compartment

Alde hot water heating
Living area heating system in driver’s cabin 
area heated via dashboard, underfloor 
heating by heat storage in air-conditioning 
installation in double floor, heat booster 
underneath driver seat 

up to 1,600 kg

Spacious front round seating group with side 
bench for up to 6 people,  
large, round living room table

Convenient corner kitchen, in some cases 
with double sink

Luxury bathroom/bathroom with changing 
room

“Jumbo” air-conditioning installation in 
double floor, 225 mm, extra-large inner/outer 
storage space up to 740 mm, stepless, 
continuous living area floor, through-loading 
storage space

Access via large opening on driver side, door 
on passenger side, 130 cm internal height

235 l/190 l in heated double floor
Optional: faeces tank

Electrical centre in rear
2 x 80 AH, can be increased to 3 x 80 AH
160 l capacity, separate freezer compartment

Alde hot water heating
Living area heating system in driver’s cabin 
area heated via dashboard, underfloor 
heating by heat storage in air-conditioning 
installation in double floor, heat booster 
underneath driver seat 

up to 2,500 kg

Generous Premium Lounge seating group 
with long side bench

Large corner kitchen with double sink  
(not model 50)

Maxi bathroom with 2 ceiling-high wardrobes 
(not model 50)

“Highliner” air-conditioning installation in 
double floor, 345 mm, extra-large inner/outer 
storage space up to 660 mm, stepless, 
continuous living area floor, through-loading 
storage space

Access via large opening on driver side and on 
passenger side, 130 cm internal height

265 l/205 l in heated double floor
Optional: faeces tank

Electrical centre in rear
2 x 140 AH, can be increased to 3 x 140 AH
160 l capacity, separate freezer compartment

Alde hot water heating
Living area heating system in driver’s cabin 
area via dashboard, underfloor heating with 
heat storage in air-conditioning installation in 
double floor, heat booster underneath driver 
seat, hot water underfloor heating in lounge 
seating area 

CMOV036

Wall thickness

48 mm
linerclass



c-line I

Web-Code

chic c-line integrated

The pioneer and trendsetter in lightweight construction. Good-looking, luxurious, 
yet compact. It’s high-tech on four wheels. And all for an incredibly low price. With 
the chic c-line I, you are on your way up to the premium class. Discover the unique 
charm of one of the world’s most successful integrated motorhomes. Weight 
class 3.5 to 4.5 t, some floor plans also available as genuine 3.5-t motorhomes.

•  Sensationally low weight balance within the 3.5 t weight class 

•  Carthago “efficiency” lightweight construction and loading concept: 
low own weight – high load capacity

•  Fiat with AL-KO special Carthago low frame and wide gauge chassis

•  Double floor with air-conditioning storage, loadable from inside and outside

•  Hot air storage heating, optional Alde hot water heating

•  One-level living area floor without steps through to the driver’s cabin

•  Highly winter proof

“There is a reason why the chic c-line was the 
motorhome of the year in Germany. We like 
the lightweight construction of our c-line, 
which provides loading capacity without 
significant compromises even as a 3.5 tonne 
vehicle. All at an extremely good price-
performance ratio and in combination with 
exceptionally sturdy cabin quality.” 

Carthago customers and brand ambassadors 
Monika and Günter Ultes

Comfort World Champion

CMOV026
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chic c-line integrated
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chic c-line semi-integrated

You love freedom and are looking for maximum space on a minimum area? 
Nothing could be more compact: With the chic c-line T, Carthago offers you a 
compact, luxury semi-integrated model in the 3.5 to 4.25-t class. Compromises? 
Not with the chic c-line t with its large L-shaped seating group, largest beds in  
the class and the stepless continuous double floor.
Some models are available as 3.5-t motorhomes.

•  Carthago “efficiency” lightweight construction and loading concept: 
low own weight – high load capacity

•  Double floor with air-conditioning storage, loadable from inside and outside

•  Hot air storage heating, optional Alde hot water heating

•  One-level living area floor without steps through to the driver’s cabin

•  Fiat with AL-KO special Carthago low frame and wide gauge chassis

•  Additional, extra-high and extra-spacious roof storage compartments  
above the driver’s cabin

The compact semi-integrated

CPAN016
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chic c-line semi-integrated

CPAN016
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chic c-line floor plan family 1

L-shaped seating group, combination  
bathroom, side kitchen

If you’re looking for an ultra-compact floor plan 
and a short vehicle length without compromis-
ing on comfort, the 3.8 and 4.3 models are just 
right for you: 

•  L-shaped seating group with additional  
5th seat, extendable seat area (integrated)

•  “Quick-up” TFT TV pull-out system (optional):  
Integrated in sideboard on the passenger side 
of the driver’s cabin, semi-integrated in front 
of the driver’s cabin roof storage compartment

•  Side kitchen: space-saving, reduced vehicle 
length yet large storage space in kitchen 
because the 160-l refrigerator is fitted in 
separate combination cabinet

•  Combination bathroom with round shower 
that can be divided off

•  Wardrobe underneath the rear bed

Floor plan family 

View of living area floor plan family 1

Lounge seating group from above
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chic c-line floor plan family 1

Lounge seating group with view into driver’s cabin, integrated Storage space in the seating group accessible 
from top and outside
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Combination bathroom with separate round shower

Space-saving side kitchen

TFT TV “Quick-up” pull-out system, model 3.8/4.3 (integrated) in driver’s 
cabin sideboard

Floor plan family 

chic c-line floor plan family 1
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L-shaped seating 
group with  
additional 5th seat 
(integrated) 

Combination  
bathroom/ 
changing room

Side kitchen

Changing room/folding divider

160-l refrigerator at raised level in 
separate combination cabinet

Lift drawer increases worktop area

Combination bathroom from above

TFT TV “Quick-up” pull-out system, model 3.8/4.3 (semi-integrated) in front of 
driver’s cabin roof storage cupboard

chic c-line floor plan family 1
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Chassis:  Fiat Ducato, AL-KO 35 light / 40 heavy 
Wheel base:  3,400 mm
Standing height: 1.98 m
Integrated: 
Sleeping places fixed/variable:  4
Seats during the journey:   4
Semi-integrated: 
Sleeping places fixed/variable:  2
Seats during the journey:   4

chic c-line 3.8

Model strengths:
• Very compact vehicle length, high additional load
• L-shaped seating group with additional 5th seat
• 360° luxury living area table
•   Combination bathroom with round shower  

that can be divided off
• Large rear bed 147 / 138 x 210 cm
•  Large wardrobe underneath rear bed,  

can be pulled out as required
•  Combination cabinet with 160-l refrigerator  

at hand height
• Space-saving side kitchen with stainless steel round sink
• Very spacious scooter garage

Interior width: 1,040 mm
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Floor plan family

chic c-line floor plan family 1

2.86 m

6.35 m 2.27 m
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Chassis:  Fiat Ducato, AL-KO 35 light / 40 heavy
Wheel base:  3,800 mm
Standing height: 1.98 m
Integrated: 
Sleeping places fixed/variable:  4
Seats during the journey:   4
Semi-integrated: 
Sleeping places fixed/variable:  2
Seats during the journey:   4

chic c-line 4.3

Model strengths:
• Very compact vehicle length, high load capacity 
• L-shaped seating group with additional 5th seat
• 360° luxury living area table
•   Combination bathroom with round shower  

that can be divided off
• Changing room with folding divider
•  Large lengthways single beds 80 x 198 / 186 cm with  

integrated wardrobes, height 105 cm
•  Combination cabinet with 160-l refrigerator  

at hand height
• Space-saving side kitchen with stainless steel round sink
• Very spacious scooter garage

Interior width: 1,040 mm
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Floor plan family

chic c-line floor plan family 1

2.86 m

6.85 m 2.27 m
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chic c-line floor plan family 2

Floor plan family 

L-shaped seating group with side bench, 
combination bathroom, corner kitchen 

These models in the chic c-line family are 
characterised by an especially comfortable 
L-shaped seating group with side bench. The 
side bench also provides an optional 5th seat 
with 3-point seatbelt during travel. Further 
comfort features of this floor plan family are:

•  L-shaped seating group with side bench and 
optional 3-point seatbelt for 5th seat during 
travel

•  “Quick-up” TFT TV pull-out system behind the 
backrest of the side bench (optional)

•  Spacious corner kitchen with coffee machine 
lift (optional)

•  Combination bathroom with round shower 
that can be divided off

•  Changing room with folding divider
•  Ceiling-high wardrobe and additional ward-

robe underneath the rear bed

View of living area floor plan family 2

Lounge seating group from above
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chic c-line floor plan family 2

Lounge seating group with view into driver’s cabin Storage space in the seating group accessible 
from top and outside

3-point seat belt for travel:  
optional 5th seat
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Combination bathroom with separate round shower

Corner kitchen with stainless steel round sink

“Quick-up” TFT TV pull-out system behind the backrest of the side bench

Floor plan family

chic c-line floor plan family 2
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L-shaped seating 
group with  
side bench

Combination 
bathroom/
changing room

Corner kitchen

Changing room/folding divider

160-l refrigerator at raised level in 
separate combination cabinet

Coffee machine lift from roof storage compartment kitchen

Combination bathroom from above

Relaxed eye-level TV position

chic c-line floor plan family 2
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Chassis:  Fiat Ducato, AL-KO 35 light / 40 heavy
Wheel base:  3,400 mm
Standing height: 1.98 m
Integrated: 
Sleeping places fixed/variable:  3 / 4
Seats during the journey:   4 / 5

chic c-line 3.7

Model strengths:
• Compact vehicle length, high additional load
  L-shaped seating group with side bench  

(optional 5th seat with seatbelt)
• 360° luxury living area table
 Corner kitchen with stainless steel round sink
 Ceiling-high wardrobe
 Second wardrobe integrated under rear bed
• Large single rear bed 88 / 78 x 210 cm
•   Combination bathroom with round shower  

that can be divided off
• Changing room with folding divider
•  Combination cabinet with 160-l refrigerator  

at hand height
• Bicycle garage

Interior width: 560 mm
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Floor plan family

chic c-line floor plan family 2

2.86 m

6.20 m 2.27m
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Chassis:  Fiat Ducato, AL-KO 35 light / 40 heavy
Wheel base:  3,800 mm
Standing height: 1.98 m
Integrated: 
Sleeping places fixed/variable:  4 / 5
Seats during the journey:   4 / 5
Semi-integrated: 
Sleeping places fixed/variable:  2 / 3
Seats during the journey:   4 / 5

chic c-line 4.2

Model strengths:
•  L-shaped seating group with side bench  

(optional 5th seat with seatbelt)
• 360° luxury living area table
• Corner kitchen with round stainless steel sink
• Ceiling-high wardrobe
• Second wardrobe integrated under rear bed
• Large transverse rear bed 147 / 138 x 210 cm
•   Combination bathroom with round shower  

that can be divided off
• Changing room with folding divider
•  Combination cabinet with 160-l refrigerator  

at hand height
• Very spacious scooter garage

Interior width: 1,040mm
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Chassis:  Fiat Ducato, AL-KO 35 light / 40 heavy 
Wheel base:  3,800 mm
Standing height: 1.98 m
Integrated: 
Sleeping places fixed/variable:  4 / 5
Seats during the journey:   4 / 5
Semi-integrated: 
Sleeping places fixed/variable:  2 / 3
Seats during the journey:   4 / 5

chic c-line 4.2F

Model strengths:
•  L-shaped seating group with side bench  

(optional 5th seat with seatbelt)
• 360° luxury living area table
•  Corner kitchen with stainless steel round sink
•  Rear bathroom with large shower, changing room  

with pleated room divider
•  Easy-access side bed, 135 x 195 cm,  

bed folds up
•  Ceiling-high wardrobe
•  Combination cabinet with 160-l refrigerator  

at hand height
•  Rear garage, interior height 88 cm with storage room 

hatch

Interior width: 980 mm
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Chassis:  Fiat Ducato, AL-KO 35 light / 40 heavy 
Wheel base:  4,143 mm
Standing height: 1.98 m
Integrated: 
Sleeping places fixed/variable:  4 / 5
Seats during the journey:   4 / 5
Semi-integrated: 
Sleeping places fixed/variable:  2 / 3
Seats during the journey:   4 / 5

chic c-line 4.8

Model strengths:
•  L-shaped seating group with side bench  

(optional 5th seat with seatbelt)
• 360° luxury living area table
• Corner kitchen with round stainless steel sink
•  Ceiling-high wardrobe
•  Two further wardrobes underneath the rear beds,  

105 cm high
•  Lengthways single rear beds 80 x 198 / 186 cm
•  Combination bathroom with round shower  

that can be divided off
• Changing room with pleated room divider
•  Combination cabinet with 160-l refrigerator  

at hand height
• Very spacious scooter garage

Interior width: 1,040 mm
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chic c-line floor plan family 3

L-shaped seating group with side bench,  
bathroom, corner kitchen 

If you want maximum comfort in the chic c-line 
and have no length limit, you’ll find the right 
floor plan in models 4.7, 4.9 and 5.0. The 
highlight of the third floor plan family of the 
chic c-line is the Carthago bathroom with 
shower opposite. Simply close the living area 
dividing door to create a spacious changing 
room. 

•  L-shaped seating group with side bench and 
optional 3-point seatbelt for 5th seat during 
travel

•  “Quick-up” TFT TV pull-out system behind the 
backrest of the side bench (optional)

•  Spacious XL corner kitchen with curved 
worktop and coffee machine lift (optional)

• Bathroom with round shower opposite
•  Large changing room created by closing solid 

living area dividing door

Floor plan family

View through the living area of floor plan family 3

Lounge seating group from above
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chic c-line floor plan family 3

Lounge seating group with view into driver’s cabin 3-point seat belt for travel:  
optional 5th seat

Storage space in the seating group accessible 
from top and outside
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Bathroom with shower opposite

Corner kitchen with curved worktop

“Quick-up” TFT TV pull-out system behind the backrests of the side bench

Floor plan family 

chic c-line floor plan family 3
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L-shaped  
seating group 
with side bench

Bathroom

Corner kitchen  
with curved worktop

160-l refrigerator Coffee machine lift from roof storage compartment

Washroom with toilet

Relaxed eye-level TV position

chic c-line floor plan family 3
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Chassis:  Fiat Ducato, AL-KO 35 light / 40 heavy 
Wheel base:  4.143 mm
Standing height: 1.98 m
Integrated: 
Sleeping places fixed/variable:  4 / 5
Seats during the journey:   4 / 5
Semi-integrated: 
Sleeping places fixed/variable:  2 / 3
Seats during the journey:   4 / 5

chic c-line 4.7

Model strengths:
• Super-comfortable bathroom floor plan 
•  L-shaped seating group with side bench  

(optional 5th seat with seatbelt)
• 360° luxury living area table
•  Extra-large corner kitchen with stainless steel round sink
• Bathroom with separate shower
• Large transverse rear bed 147 / 138 x 210 cm
•  Second wardrobe integrated under rear bed
•  Ceiling-high wardrobe
• Changing room created by closing dividing door
•  Combination cabinet with 160-l refrigerator  

at hand height
• Very spacious scooter garage

Interior width: 1,040mm
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Chassis:  Fiat Ducato, AL-KO 35 light / 40 heavy 
Wheel base:  4,143 mm
Standing height: 1.98 m
Integrated: 
Sleeping places fixed/variable:  4 / 5
Seats during the journey:   4 / 5
Semi-integrated: 
Sleeping places fixed/variable:  2 / 3
Seats during the journey:   4 / 5

chic c-line 4.9

Model strengths:
• Super-comfortable bathroom floor plan 
•  L-shaped seating group with side bench  

(optional 5th seat with seatbelt)
• 360° luxury living area table
•  Extra-large corner kitchen with stainless steel round sink
• Bathroom with separate shower
•  Lengthways single rear beds 80 x 198 / 186 cm
•  Two wardrobes underneath the rear beds,  

105 cm high
• Changing room created by closing dividing door
•  Combination cabinet with 160-l refrigerator  

at hand height
• Very spacious scooter garage

Interior width: 1,040mm
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Chassis:  Fiat Ducato, AL-KO 35 light / 40 heavy 
Wheel base:  4,143 mm
Standing height: 1.98 m
Integrated: 
Sleeping places fixed/variable:  4 / 5
Seats during the journey:   4 / 5
Semi-integrated: 
Sleeping places fixed/variable:  2 / 3
Seats during the journey:   4 / 5

chic c-line 5.0

Model strengths:
• Super-comfortable bathroom floor plan 
•  L-shaped seating group with side bench  

(optional 5th seat with seatbelt)
• 360° luxury living area table
•  Extra-large corner kitchen with stainless steel round sink
• Bathroom with separate shower
• Queen-size bed 145 x 195 cm 
•  2 wardrobes beside queen-size bed,  

drawers on front of queen-size bed 
• Changing area can be separated from living area
•  Combination cabinet with 160-l refrigerator  

at hand height
•  Rear garage interior height 100 cm 

Option: Interior height 110 cm

Interior width: 1,070 mm
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chic c-line floor plan family 3
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With the c-line T-Plus, Carthago has created a new vehicle class: the semi-integrated 
vehicle as a comfort motorhome in the extra class and as an alternative to 
integrated motorhomes. This miracle of compact space utilisation comes with up 
to six sleeping places and offers you pure enjoyment 365 days a year. Wherever in 
the world you go. 

•  Fiat with AL-KO special Carthago low frame and wide gauge chassis

•  Central folding bed integrated in the vehicle roof, standing height underneath 
bed 1.90 m!

•  Large “skyview” skylight in the driver’s cabin area

•  Air-conditioned double floor loadable from the inside

•  Stepless living area floor through to driver’s cabin

•  Roof storage compartments all round the driver’s cabin

•  Hot air storage heating, optional Alde hot water heating

The extra class

chic c-line T-Plus
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chic c-line T-Plus
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chic c-line T-Plus

CPAN026
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Standing height 
190 cm
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chic c-line T-Plus

Sitting height 
75 cm
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L-shaped seating group with long side bench, 
combination bathroom, corner kitchen and 
central folding bed

What makes the chic c-line T-Plus floor plans 
stand out is the especially high living and 
sleeping comfort:

•  L-shaped seating group with extra-long side 
bench and optional 3-point seatbelt for 5th 
seat during travel

•  “Quick-up” TFT TV pull-out system behind the 
backrest of the side bench (optional)

•  Extra-large central folding bed above the 
lounge seating group

•  Corner kitchen with coffee machine lift  
(optional)

•  Combination bathroom with round shower 
that can be divided off

•  Changing room with folding divider

View through the living area of the floor plan family

Lounge seating group from above

chic c-line T-Plus
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Storage space in the seating group accessible from top  
and outside

chic c-line T-Plus

3-point seat belt for travel:  
optional 5th seat
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Combination bathroom with separate round shower

Corner kitchen

“Quick-up” TFT TV pull-out system behind the backrest of the side bench

chic c-line T-Plus
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L-shaped seating 
group with  
long side bench

Combination 
bathroom/
changing room

Corner kitchen

Changing room/folding divider

160-l refrigerator at raised level in 
separate combination cabinet

Coffee machine lift from roof storage compartment kitchen

Combination bathroom from above

Central folding bed integrated in living area roof, leaving full standing height

chic c-line T-Plus
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Chassis:  Fiat Ducato, AL-KO 35 light / 40 heavy 
Wheel base:  3,800 mm
Standing height: 1.98 m
Standing height underneath folding bed: 1.90 m
Sleeping places fixed/variable:  4 / 6
Seats during the journey:   4 / 5

chic c-line T-Plus 4.7

Model strengths:
• Vehicle floor plan with up to 6 sleeping places
•  L-shaped seating group with long side bench  

(optional 5th seat with seatbelt)
• 360° luxury living area table
• Central folding bed 150 x 195 cm
•  Corner kitchen with stainless steel round sink
•  Combination cabinet with 160-l refrigerator  

at hand height
•  Ceiling-high wardrobe
•  Second wardrobe integrated under rear bed
• Large rear bed 147 / 138 x 210 cm
•  Combination bathroom with round shower  

that can be divided off
• Changing room with folding divider
• Sideboard in entrance area
• Very spacious scooter garage

Interior width: 1,040mm
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Chassis:  Fiat Ducato, AL-KO 35 light / 40 heavy 
Wheel base:  4,143 mm
Standing height: 1.98 m
Standing height underneath folding bed: 1.90 m
Sleeping places fixed/variable:  4 / 6
Seats during the journey:   4 / 5

chic c-line T-Plus 4.8

Interior width: 1,040mm

Model strengths:
• Vehicle floor plan with up to 6 sleeping places
•  L-shaped seating group with long side bench  

(optional 5th seat with seatbelt)
• 360° luxury living area table
• Central folding bed 150 x 195 cm
• Corner kitchen with round stainless steel sink
•  Combination cabinet with 160-l refrigerator  

at hand height
•  Lengthways single rear beds 80 x 198 / 186 cm
•  Two wardrobes underneath the rear beds,  

105 cm high
•   Combination bathroom with round shower  

that can be divided off
• Changing room with folding divider
• Very spacious scooter garage
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Chassis:  Fiat Ducato, AL-KO 35 light / 40 heavy 
Wheel base:  4,143 mm
Standing height: 1.98 m
Standing height underneath folding bed: 1.90 m
Sleeping places fixed/variable:  4 / 6
Seats during the journey:   4 / 5

chic c-line T-Plus 5.2

Model strengths:
• Vehicle floor plan with up to 6 sleeping places
•  L-shaped seating group with long side bench  

(optional 5th seat with seatbelt)
• 360° luxury living area table
• Central folding bed 150 x 195 cm
• Corner kitchen with round stainless steel sink
•  Combination cabinet with 160-l refrigerator  

at hand height
• Queen-size bed 145 x 195 cm 
•  2 wardrobes at the side of the queen-size bed,  

drawers in the front side of the queen-size bed
•  Combination bathroom with round shower  

that can be divided off
• Bicycle garage interior height 100 cm

Interior width: 1,070 mm
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chic c-line T-Plus
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chic c-line xl

You love having lots of room? Then the XL version of the chic c-line is just the right 
motorhome for you. On its AL-KO low frame chassis with double axle, it handles 
safely despite its size and is as easy to steer as any other chic c-line. Inside, it offers 
XXL comfort on an XL length. And all this at an XS price.  
The chic c-line xl 5-ton version – experience maximum size. 

•  Permitted gross vehicle weight 5.0 t with Fiat AL-KO double axle chassis

•  Double floor with air-conditioning storage, loadable from inside and outside

•  Large L-shaped lounge seating group with long side bench

• Maxi bathroom with shower opposite

•  Very self-sufficient, especially winter proof, Alde hot water heating as a standard

•  Extensive standard features

The comfort World Champion in XL format

CPAN036
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chic c-line xl
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chic c-line xl

CPAN036
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L-shaped seating group with long side bench  
bathroom, corner kitchen

The xl 5.5 and 5.8 floor plans offer maximum 
space normally only available in the liner class:

•  L-shaped seating group with extra-long side 
bench and optional 3-point seatbelt for 5th 
seat during travel

•  “Quick-up” TFT TV pull-out system behind the 
backrest of the side bench (optional)

•  Spacious XL corner kitchen with curved 
worktop and coffee machine lift (optional)

• Bathroom with round shower opposite
•  Large changing room can be separated from 

the living area with solid dividing door
•  Ceiling-high wardrobe, additional wardrobes  

in the rear bed area
•  AL-KO low frame with double axle, Alde hot 

water heating, extensive standard features

View through the living area of the floor plan family

Lounge seating group from above

chic c-line xl
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Lounge seating group with view into driver’s cabin Storage space in the seating group accessible from top 
and outside

chic c-line xl
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Bathroom with shower opposite and ceiling-high wardrobe

Corner kitchen with curved worktop

“Quick-up” TFT TV pull-out system behind the backrest

chic c-line xl
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L-shaped seating 
group with  
long side bench

Bathroom

Corner kitchen with 
curved worktop

160-l refrigerator at raised level in 
separate combination cabinet

Coffee machine lift from roof storage compartment kitchen

chic c-line xl

Washroom with toilet
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Chassis:  Fiat Ducato, AL-KO 40 heavy double axle
Wheel base:  3,980 / 800 mm
Standing height: 1.98 m
Integrated: 
Sleeping places fixed/variable:  4 / 5
Seats during the journey:   4

chic c-line xl 5.5

Model strengths:
•  XL comfort floor plan 
•  XL L-shaped seating group with long side bench 
• 360° luxury living area table
•  Extra-large corner kitchen with stainless steel round sink
• Bathroom with separate shower
• Ceiling-high wardrobe integrated in bathroom
•  Two further wardrobes underneath the rear beds,  

105 cm high
• Lengthways single rear beds 80 x 198 / 186 cm
• Changing room can be separated from living area 
•  Combination cabinet with 160-l refrigerator  

at hand height
• Very spacious scooter garage

Interior width: 1,040 mm
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Chassis:  Fiat Ducato, AL-KO 40 heavy double axle
Wheel base:  3,980 / 800 mm
Standing height: 1.98 m
Integrated: 
Sleeping places fixed/variable:  4 / 5
Seats during the journey:   4

chic c-line xl 5.8

Model strengths:
•  XL comfort floor plan 
•  XL L-shaped seating group with long side bench
• 360° luxury living area table
• Extra-large corner kitchen with stainless steel round sink
• Bathroom with separate shower
• Ceiling-high wardrobe integrated in bathroom
• Queen-size bed 145 x 195 cm 
• 2 wardrobes beside queen-size bed, 
 drawers on front of queen-size bed 
• Changing room can be separated from living area 
•  Combination cabinet with 160-l refrigerator  

at hand height
• Bicycle garage interior height 110 cm (optional: 100 cm)

Interior width: 1,070 mm
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Design Exterior

Exterior colours

Silverline option: Bodywork silver • Vehicle front silver • A-column, front, side, rear skirt and wheel arches silver-platinum

Optional: Bus mirrors in bicolour  
black/silver platinum

Silver Sport option: Bodywork silver • Vehicle front white • A-column, front, side, rear skirt and wheel arches silver-platinum

Standard white: Bodywork white • Vehicle front white • A-column, front, side, rear skirt and wheel arches silver-platinum
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Design Interior

Kitchen fronts, flooring, furniture handles

Standard: Corner kitchen with round stainless steel sink, cabinet fronts in wild 
pear wood decor, worktop “sandstone” decor.

Standard: side kitchen with stainless steel round sink, cabinet fronts in wild pear 
wood decor, worktop “sandstone” decor.

Optional: “Yacht one” in corner kitchen, fronts in high-gloss creme yacht design.

Optional: “Yacht one” in side kitchen, fronts in high-gloss creme yacht design.

Standard: PVC floor covering, parquet-
look in “Cognac”. Optionally with 
removable carpet.

Standard: Carthago“Ergo” handle.
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chic c-line standard technology

Technology like at home

Storage space concept double floor “Space” 
•  High outside storage compartments, deep double floor storage compart-

ments, height 400 mm
•  Standard height double floor 170 mm
•  Easy access from outside to the double floor and the double floor storage 

spaces which are lowered at the side via especially high exterior hatches
•  Large, fully insulated exterior storage space hatch under L-shaped seating 

group (driver side)
•  Interior access to double floor and double floor storage boxes as well as  

shoe compartments via living area floor hatches
•  Large rear garage with deep lowered frame behind double floor

Double floor as air-conditioning storage
•  Air circulation channels in double floor guarantee effective  

heat circulation
•  Heat storage in thermal bridge-free insulated double floor
•  Upward heat radiation = underfloor heating

Hot air storage heating technology
•  Sophisticated, weight saving hot air storage heating Truma Combi 6
•  Hot air outlets in entire double floor, living area, rear garage and driver’s 

cabin/dashboard
•  Integrated: direct heating of living area and driver’s cabin area with heated 

dashboard (area heating effect: dashboard acts as radiator)
•  Aluminium on wall interiors = excellent heat conductor and heat storage. 

Heat is quickly absorbed, stored and evenly radiated

Water supply
•  Water tanks for fresh water (115 l) and waste water (115 l)  

integrated in heated double floor, protected against frost
•  Drainage cocks protected against frost in heated double floor, easy access via 

living area floor hatch 
•  Reliable and low-maintenance supply via water pressure pump system
•  Taps/fittings in household quality

Electrotechnology
•  Electrics centre in rear garage easily accessible
•  Battery compartment in heated double floor under L-shaped seating group, 

ready for integration of a 2nd battery. Standard: Gel battery 1 x 80 Ah
•  Multi-functional panel above entrance door, clear layout and easy operation 

with touch panel
•  Living area lighting using modern LED technology, individually dimmable, 

alternating switching from several switches

40 cm
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chic c-line standard technology

17 cm

40 cm
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chic c-line equipment

Standard equipment

Bus mirror system*  
(integrated) Carthago 
“bestview”, main mirror 
electr. adjustable, addition-
al wide angle lens

Cabin door 
with security double 
locking, door window and 
insect screen

Insulated pleated front 
window blind
(integrated) with dual  
function via horizontal 
operation from above and 
below

Skylight folding bed 
(integrated) Mini Heki and 
book shelf with LED reading 
lamp above folding bed

Bus mirror system*  
(integrated) Carthago 
“bestview”, rain water 
draining function via mirror 
arm extension

Driver’s cabin door 
(integrated) with security 
double locking and electric 
window

Luxury folding bed  
(integrated) sleeping 
position: can be positioned 
very low, therefore high 
sitting headroom/low 
access. Stable support

Driver’s cabin Aguti pilot 
seats, high sitting comfort,  
2 armrests, seat variously 
adjustable

Bus mirror system*  
(integrated) Carthago 
“bestview”, with driver’s 
cabin light integrated in the 
mirror arm

Central locking (CL)* 
with remote control for 
driver’s cabin and cabin 
door (integrated + semi-
integrated)

Luxury folding bed  
(integrated) entry without 
ladder via side bench 
lounge seating group

Side bench 
(depending on model) 
optional: 5th seat with 
seatbelt for travel (not chic 
XL), “Quick-up” TFT TV 
pull-out system behind 
backrest

Bus mirror system* 
(integrated) “Coming 
home”: Driver’s cabin door 
light activated by remote 
control of central locking 
system

“Coming home”*  
function in connection 
with CL: delayed switch-off 
for outside lighting

Luxury folding bed 
(integrated) with ample 
standing height in driving 
condition, allowing easy 
access to the driver’s cabin

L-seating bench with 2 
belted places convertible 
due to removable seats into 
2 belted places during the 
journey

* Contents of Super Package.
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chic c-line equipment

Storage area under seating 
group, access from inside 
via seating bench (opening 
with special hinge makes 
removal of seating cushions 
unnecessary)

160-l refrigerator
with separate freezer 
compartment, refrigerator 
raised to hand-height in 
combination cabinet

“flex” drawer organiser 
system 
for individual loading of 
the kitchen drawers. 
Drawers are on easy-glide 
rollers and self-closing

360° luxury living area 
table can be extended in 
two directions and rotates 
360° for optimal integra-
tion of all seats

Kitchen work surface
Sturdy surface with 
additional stone edge to 
prevent splashing and 
dripping

Changing room
separable via living area 
folding door (combination 
bathroom) or living area 
dividing door (bathroom)

Shoe compartments
under living area table in 
heated double floor. Access 
via floor hatch

Designer tap
Solid metal construction 
with pull-out spray head. 
Tap in practical pot height

Teak wood shower insert
Shower or bath area with 
removable teak floor

Blind system 
in household quality, 
operated with chain. 
Removable for cleaning

Bar cabinet 
above kitchen, illuminated.  
Optional: glass insert with 
Carthago glass set

Antara upholstery covers 
with highly effective 
“Teflon Repel” stain 
protection, resistant to  
UV light
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Extras and special equipment

chic c-line equipment

Bus mirror system  
(integrated) Carthago  
“bestview”, in bicolour  
black/silver platinum  
(Super Package)

AL-KO ALC
Vario shock absorbers for 
optimised driving comfort 
and automatic levelling 
when driving

Truma Secumotion
Gas flow monitor with 
automatic converter and 
de-ice function (Super 
Package)

Radio/DVD 
incl. radio aerial, 2 speakers 
in driver’s cabin, 2 speakers 
above lounge seating group 
(Super Package)

Roof canopy
mounted on curve of roof 
with special profile rail  
(not T-plus)

AL-KO Air Premium X2
Fully pneumatic rear axle 
suspension with raising/
lowering function. En-
hanced comfort

Large rear garage door
also on the driver side (like 
standard passenger side). 
With door soft-close 
function and double 
locking

Reversing camera 
Single lens integrated in 
rear with black/white 
function. Good field of 
vision behind vehicle
(Super Package)

Satellite system Teleco 
“Teleco Flatsat Classic 85”, 
assembly height only 
approx. 19 cm (attractively 
priced package)

AL-KO Air Premium X4 
Fully pneumatic suspension 
on the rear and front axles 
with automatic levelling 
and driving level adjust-
ment

Rear garage upgrade
with non-slip floor 
covering, needle felt on rear 
and side wall, additional 
luggage nets, lashing 
straps (Super Package)

Reversing camera monitor 
Integrated: separate 7" 
glare-free monitor with 
good visibility located in 
the side of the dashboard
(Super Package)

AL-KO Crank rear steadies
to prevent vehicle swaying 
in standing position  
(Super Package)

Waste water hose set
with connection piece for 
easy disposal due to flexible 
extension (Super Package)

BKS security lock
Driver’s cabin door 
(integrated) and cabin door, 
lock in household technol-
ogy, additional break-in 
security

Reversing camera monitor 
Semi-integrated: monitor 
in double DIN radio in the 
centre shaft of the 
dashboard (Super Package)
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chic c-line equipment

Automatic air-conditioning 
system
in driver’s cabin panel with 
automatic temperature 
control (Super Package)

Coffee machine lift 
(patented) from roof 
storage compartment 
above kitchen in connec-
tion with coffee machine 
Krups 230 V

Driver’s cabin seat 
adjustment
Angle/height adjustment: 
Seat angle adjustable at 
front and back (Super 
Package)

Additional fuel heating 
Webasto Thermo Top 300 C 
living area heating system 
with fuel instead of gas

Luxury dashboard 
with fine wood decor, 
stainless-steel-design 
dashboard air vents  
(Super Package)

Bar cabinet insert/set of 
glasses
Bar cabinet insert for 
standard bar cabinet and  
2 x long drink, 2 x red wine 
glasses (Super Package)

No folding bed  
(integrated) instead of 
standard folding bed, 
surrounding overhead 
storage cabinets in driver’s 
cabin area

Winter insulation mat set
for front and side windows 
of driver’s cabin. Easy 
attachment

“Quick-up” TFT pull-out 
system  
behind the seat back of the 
side bench/sideboard 
driver’s cabin passenger 
side, lowerable for 19" TFT

Tec-Tower
Refrigerator-freezer and 
gas oven combination, total 
volume 160 litres (instead 
of standard fridge)

Outside shower 
in rear garage on passenger 
side, hot/cold with shower 
head and connecting hose

Living area carpet
for driver’s cabin and living 
area, loosely laid, remov-
able

Multimedia centre/
Navigation Blaupunkt with 
touchscreen, DVD and CD 
deck, monitor for reversing 
camera (Super Package)

TFT 19" Alphatronic
extra-flat, LED background 
illumination, brilliant image 
quality, low power con-
sumption

5th seat with seatbelt 
during travel. 3-point 
seatbelt for models with 
side bench

Alde hot water heating
instead of Truma air 
heating, including hot 
water boiler, operated with 
230 V or gas



e-line yachting

Web-Code

chic e-line

Drive with a world champion! The chic e-line is the self-sufficiency champion,  
because its electricity and water capacities are unique in this class. With its 
outstanding year-round suitability and its storage space concept, it appeals to all 
those in search of independence. With a standing height of 2.11 m in the living area 
and the particularly cosy front round seating group, the e-line also sets a bench-
mark for spatial and living comfort. 

•  Extra self-sufficiency:  
Models 44, 47, 49: 200 l of fresh water, 150 l of waste water; models 50, 51, 51 QB: 
235 l of fresh water, 190 l of waste water; 2 x 80 Ah gel batteries, Alde hot water 
heating, insulating double glazing

•  4.5 t gross vehicle weight

•  Fiat with AL-KO special Carthago low frame and single axle

•  Double floor with central through-loading area and maxi-storage area  
on the side 

•  Comfortable front round seating group for up to 6 people

“I work in Quality Control for a major aircraft 
manufacturer and know the difference be-
tween what is good and safe or not. Carthago 
quality and technology have convinced me 
beyond a doubt. Our number one motorhome 
is the chic e-line.”

Carthago customers and brand ambassadors 
Karin and Uwe Theurich

Self-sufficiency World Champion

CMOV036
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chic e-line

With the “Linerclass” version, the chic e-line delivers proof that there is even room 
for improvement for a world champion. As the name says, the linerclass borrows 
strongly from this superior class. Apart from the high load capacity due to the 
permitted gross vehicle weight of 5.0 t that results from the AL-KO double axle 
chassis, the modern GRP rear section also clearly references the highliner and the 
liner de luxe. An even higher tank volume and an optional faeces tank provide 
even greater freedom and independence.

•  5.0 t gross vehicle weight

•  Fiat with AL-KO low frame special Carthago and double axle

•  Double floor with central through-loading area and storage area on the side 

•  Comfortable front round seating group for up to 6 people

•  Maximum self-sufficiency: 235 l of fresh water, 190 l of waste water, optional 
140-l faeces tank, 2 x 80 Ah gel batteries, Alde hot water heating, insulating 
double glazing

• GRP rear in Liner-look

Self-sufficiency World Champion
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chic e-line 

CPAN046
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chic s-plus

The s-plus can not and does not deny its Liner genes. Optically and technically identical 
with the chic e-line, the s-plus has a different chassis. Here, a particularly sturdy Iveco 
Daily delivers continuous driving pleasure. Thanks to the high additional load capacities, 
the high-traction rear drive and the towed load of 3.5 tonnes, you needn’t do without 
anything important when travelling. Enjoy the freedom of never having to make any 
more compromises. Enjoy the chic s-plus! 

•  The world champion in loading with 5.4 t gross vehicle weight

•  Iveco Daily 50C high frame chassis

• High traction rear-wheel drive, dual tyres 

•  High loading capacity, high tow loads up to 3.5 t

•  Extra self-sufficiency: 235 l of fresh water, 200 l of waste water, 2 x 80 Ah gel batteries, 
Alde hot water heating, insulating double glazing, optional faeces tank 140 l

Self-sufficiency World Champion
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chic s-plus

CPAN056
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chic e-line/s-plus Space Concept

Space Concept chic e-line/s-plus

Stepless access to driver’s cabin, 
maximum standing height 
underneath folding bed, wide 
aisle due to driver’s cabin seats 
moved to the edges.

Easy access folding bed entry 
without ladder via the side 
bench. The folding bed is 
stable in the lowered position. 
Maximum sitting height in the 
folding bed.

Large front round seating 
group with side bench and 
large, round living area table. 
Seating group for 6 people. 

Clearly separated room division 
with two levels:
1st level:    room height  

in living area 2.11 m
2nd level:  sleeping area with 

low bed access

1,200 mm/
1,300 mm

960 mm

370 mm
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chic e-line/s-plus Space Concept

Scooter garage with bigger 
interior height due to lowered 
rear.

Double floor underfloor stor-
age space with large exterior 
hatch.

Large bus hatches with paral-
lelogram technology.

220 mm

1,000 mm

2,110 mm

1,850 mm
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chic e-line/s-plus floor plan family 1

Floor plan family

Front round seating group with side bench, 
luxury bathroom, XL corner kitchen with double 
sink, ceiling-high wardrobe

Comfort with extra low access to rear bed, an 
extra large corner kitchen with double sink and 
luxury bathroom with separate shower. Features 
of the models 44, 47, 51.

•  Large round seating group with side bench  
for up to 6 people

•  “Quick-up” TFT TV pull-out system behind the 
backrest of the side bench (optional)

•  Large corner kitchen with double sink and 
standard coffee machine lift 

•  Luxury bathroom with separate shower
•  Changing room can be separated with  

pleated dividing blind
•  Ceiling-high wardrobe
•  Especially low access to the rear beds

View of living area floor plan family 1

Lounge seating group from above
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chic e-line/s-plus floor plan family 1

Folding bed above driver’s cabin Storage space in the seating group accessible 
from top and outside
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Luxury bathroom with separate shower room

XL corner kitchen with double sink

“Quick-up” TFT TV pull-out system behind the backrest of the side bench

Floor plan family

chic e-line/s-plus floor plan family 1
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Round seating 
group with  
side bench

Luxury bathroom/ 
changing room

XL corner kitchen 
with double sink

160-l refrigerator at raised level in 
separate combination cabinet

Coffee machine lift from roof storage compartment kitchen

Luxury bathroom from above

Ceiling-high wardrobe Living area step with surface lighting

chic e-line/s-plus floor plan family 1
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Chassis:  Fiat Ducato, AL-KO 40 heavy 
Wheel base:  4.143 mm
Standing height in living area: 2.11 m
Sleeping places fixed/variable:  4 / 5
Seats during the journey:   4

chic e-line 44

Model strengths:
• Compact vehicle length below 7 m
•  Front round seating group with side bench  

for up to 6 people
• Corner kitchen with double sink
•  Combination cabinet with 160-l refrigerator  

at hand height
•  Ceiling-high wardrobe with one door and second 

wardrobe under rear bed 
• Rear bed 140 / 130 x 210 cm 
•  Luxury bathroom with separate shower
• Changing room with pleated dividing blind
• Large folding bed 160 x 195 cm 
• Spacious scooter garage

Interior width: 910mm

In
te

rio
r h

ei
gh

t: 
1.2

00
m

m

Floor plan family

chic e-line/s-plus floor plan family 1

2.99 m

6.99 m 2.27 m
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Chassis:  Fiat Ducato, AL-KO 40 heavy 
Wheel base:  4,143 mm
Standing height in living area: 2.11 m
Sleeping places fixed/variable:  4 / 5
Seats during the journey:   4

chic e-line 47

Model strengths:
• Luxury floor plan, large transverse rear bed 
•  Front round seating group with side bench  

for up to 6 people
• Corner kitchen with double sink
•  Combination cabinet with 160-l refrigerator  

at hand height
•  Luxury bathroom with separate shower
• Spacious, ceiling-high wardrobe with two doors
• 147 x 210 cm rear bed with extra-low access
• Changing room with pleated dividing blind
• Large folding bed 160 x 195 cm 
• Spacious scooter garage

Interior width: 1.080mm

In
te

rio
r h

ei
gh

t: 
1.2

00
m

m

Floor plan family

chic e-line/s-plus floor plan family 1

2.99 m

7.29 m 2.27 m
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Chassis:  Fiat Ducato, AL-KO 40 heavy/
  AL-KO double axle and Iveco Daily 50C
Wheel base:  4,143 mm
Standing height in living area: 2.11 m
Sleeping places fixed/variable:  4 / 5
Seats during the journey:   4

chic e-line 51

Model strengths:
•  Luxury floor plan, lengthways single beds
•  Front round seating group with side bench  

for up to 6 people
•  Corner kitchen with double sink
•  Combination cabinet with 160-l refrigerator  

at hand height
•   Luxury bathroom with separate shower
•  Spacious, ceiling-high wardrobe with two doors
•  80 x 198/186 cm rear beds with extra-low access 
•  Changing room with sliding door to sleeping area
•  Large folding bed, 160 x 195 cm 
•  Spacious scooter garage

Interior width: 910 mm

In
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rio
r h
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t: 
1,2

00
 m

m

Floor plan family

chic e-line/s-plus floor plan family 1

2.99 m

7.78 m 2.27 m
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chic e-line/s-plus floor plan family 1
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Floor plan family

Front round seating group with side bench, 
bathroom, corner kitchen with round sink

The utimate Carthago bathroom is the out-
standing luxury feature of floor plan family 2  
of the chic e-line and s-plus with the floor plans 
49, 50, 51 QB and 52. Once you’ve experienced 
the bathroom in these Carthago models, you 
won’t settle for anything less. By swinging the 
living area dividing door to the opposite side, 
you can separate the changing room from the 
living area.

•  Large round seating group with side bench for 
up to 6 people

•  “Quick-up” TFT TV pull-out system behind the 
backrest of the side bench (optional)

•  Corner kitchen with round stainless steel sink 
and curved work surface, standard coffee 
machine lift

•  Bathroom with facing shower incl. rain shower 
head

•  Changing room created by closing solid living 
area dividing door

•  Extra high scooter garage underneath rear bed  
(interior height 130 cm), not model 51 QB

View of living area floor plan family 2

chic e-line/s-plus floor plan family 2

Lounge seating group from above
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Storage space in the seating group accessible 
from top and outside

chic e-line/s-plus floor plan family 2

Folding bed above driver’s cabin
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Bathroom: washroom and toilet

Corner kitchen with curved worktop

“Quick-up” TFT TV pull-out system behind the backrest of the side bench

Floor plan family

chic e-line/s-plus floor plan family 2
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Round seating 
group with  
side bench

Bathroom

Corner kitchen  
with curved  
worktop

Roof ventilation above kitchen area Coffee machine lift from roof storage compartment kitchen

Bathroom from above with separate shower opposite

chic e-line/s-plus floor plan family 2
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Chassis:  Fiat Ducato, AL-KO 40 heavy 
Wheel base:  4,143 mm
Standing height in living area: 2.11 m
Sleeping places fixed/variable:  4 / 5
Seats during the journey:   4

chic e-line 49

Model strengths:
• Comfortable vehicle floor plan with bathroom
•  Front round seating group with side bench  

for up to 6 people
• Corner kitchen with round stainless steel sink
•  Combination cabinet with 160-l refrigerator  

at hand height
• Bathroom with solid dividing door
• Wash area with toilet, for separate use
•  Ceiling-high wardrobe and second wardrobe  

under rear bed 
• Rear bed 147 / 138 x 210 cm 
•  Large folding bed 160 x 195 cm 
•  Extra spacious scooter garage with 130 cm interior 

height

Interior width: 1,150 mm

In
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r h
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t: 
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m

Floor plan family

chic e-line/s-plus floor plan family 2

2.99 m

7.40 m 2.27 m
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Chassis:  Fiat Ducato, AL-KO 40 heavy/ 
  AL-KO double axle and Iveco Daily 50C
Wheel base:  e-line: 4,143 mm/s-plus: 4,350 mm
Standing height in living area: 2.11 m
Sleeping places fixed/variable:  4 / 5
Seats during the journey:   4

chic e-line, s-plus 50

Model strengths:
• Comfortable floor plan with bathroom
•  Front round seating group with side bench  

for up to 6 people
• Corner kitchen with round stainless steel sink
•  Combination cabinet with 160-l refrigerator  

at hand height
• Bathroom with solid dividing door
• Wash area with toilet, for separate use
•  Rear beds 80 x 198 / 186 cm with integrated wardrobes 

on both sides: height driver side 118 cm
• Additional ceiling-high wardrobe (s-plus 50)
•  Large folding bed 160 x 195 cm 
•  Extra spacious scooter garage with 130 cm interior 

height

Interior width: 1,150 mm

Floor plan family

chic e-line/s-plus floor plan family 2

2.99 m
s-plus: 
3.17 m

e-line: 7.60 m s-plus: 7.83 m
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Chassis:  Fiat Ducato, AL-KO 40 heavy/ 
  AL-KO double axle
Wheel base:  4,343 mm/Da: 3,820/800 mm
Standing height in living area: 2.11 m
Sleeping places fixed/variable:  4 / 5
Seats during the journey:   4

chic e-line 51QB

Model strengths:
• Comfortable vehicle floor plan with bathroom
•  Front round seating group with side bench  

for up to 6 people
• Corner kitchen with round stainless steel sink
•  Combination cabinet with 160-l refrigerator  

at hand height
• Bathroom with solid dividing door to living area
• Wash area with toilet, for separate use
•  Folding queen-size bed 195 / 145 cm, with side wardrobes 

and drawers at the front of the bed
•  Large folding bed 160 x 195 cm
• Spacious rear garage

Interior width: 1,080 mm
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m

Floor plan family

chic e-line/s-plus floor plan family 2

2.99 m
Da: 
3.02 m

7.81 m 2.27 m
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Chassis:  Iveco Daily 50C 
Wheel base:  4,350 mm
Standing height in living area: 2.11 m
Sleeping places fixed/variable:  4 / 5
Seats during the journey:   4

chic s-plus 52

Model strengths:
• Luxury floor plan with queen-size bed and bathroom
•  Front round seating group with side bench  

for up to 6 people
• Corner kitchen with double sink
•  Combination cabinet with 160-l refrigerator  

at hand height
• Bathroom with solid dividing door to living area
• Wash area with toilet, for separate use
•  Queen-size bed 145 x 195 cm with drawers  

underneath
•  1 ceiling-high wardrobe and 2 additional wardrobes  

at sides of rear bed 
•  Large folding bed 160 x 195 cm 
• Spacious rear garage

Interior width: 1,150 mm

In
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m

chic e-line/s-plus floor plan family 2

3.17 m

8.12 m

Floor plan family

2.27 m
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Design Exterior

Exterior colours

Silverline option: Bodywork silver • Vehicle front silver • A-column silver-platinum, front, side, rear skirt and wheel arches 
anthracite

Optional: bicolour bus mirrors
black/silver-platinum

Silver Sport option: Bodywork silver • Vehicle front white • A-column silver-platinum, front, side, rear skirt and wheel 
arches anthracite

Standard white: Bodywork white • Vehicle front white • A-column silver-platinum, front, side, rear skirt and wheel 
arches: e-line silver-platinum; s-plus anthracite
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Design Interior

Kitchen fronts, flooring, furniture handles

Corner kitchen with round stainless steel sink (standard), front in summer 
chestnut decor, inserts in stainless steel decor, kitchen work surfaces in stone 
with Corian anti-drip edge, Savannah decor.

XL corner kitchen with stainless steel double sink (standard), front in summer 
chestnut decor, inserts in stainless steel decor, kitchen work surfaces in stone 
with Corian anti-drip edge, Savannah decor.

“Yacht one” kitchen fronts (optional) on drawers on both sides in high gloss 
creme Yacht design.

Kitchen work surfaces “Corean” (optional) heavy design, seamless surfaces. 
Aurora decor.

“Pull-open” (standard) solid 
handles with decorative chrome 
trim on overhead cabinets.

PVC flooring (standard) in ship’s floor 
effect “Mallee Eukalyptus”. Optional: 
removable carpeting.
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3

4

5

chic e-line/s-plus Standard Technology

Technology like at home

Storage space concept “Jumbo” air-conditioning installation in double floor 
•  Height in the outside storage spaces and the deep double floor storage 

compartments up to 695 mm
•  Standard height double floor 220 mm
•  Double floor in front area with through-loading function from outside
•  Double floor with storage compartments sunk deep at the sides  

in sandwich construction for perfect insulation
•  Outside access double floor and in the side double floor storage spaces with 

extra high exterior hatches with parallelogram technology (driver side)
•  Inside access to the double floor and the double floor storage space compart-

ments via hatches in the living area floor
•  Large rear garage with deep lowered frame behind double floor

Double floor as air-conditioning storage
•  Air convectors in the double floor guarantee effective heat circulation
•  Heat storage in thermal bridge-free insulated double floor
•  Upward heat radiation = underfloor heating

Hot water heating and heat storage
•  Hot water central heating technology like at home with several heat  

convectors in the double floor, rear garage, driver’s cabin and living area
•  Additional two-speed heat booster with switch under driver’s cabin seat
•  Targeted heating in living area and driver’s cabin area with heat convector  

in dashboard
•  Aluminium interior walls  

= excellent heat conductor and heat storage. Heat is quickly absorbed,  
stored and evenly radiated

 Water supply
•  Water tanks for fresh water (up to 235 l) and waste water (up to 190 l) 

integrated in heated double floor, protected against frost 
•  Drainage cocks in heated double floor, easily accessible via living area  

bilge hatch in entrance area
•  Reliable and low-maintenance supply via water pressure pump system 
•  Taps/fittings in household quality

Electricity
•  Electrics centre in rear garage easily accessible
•  Battery compartment in double floor accessible from rear garage, 

standard 2 x 80 Ah gel batteries, can be increased to 3 x 80 Ah gel batteries
•  Multi functional panel above entrance door, clear layout and easy operation 

with touch panel, with ampere meter (displays energy balance)
•  Living area lighting using modern LED technology, individually dimmable, 

separate night light, mood lighting, alternating switching from several 
switches
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chic e-line/s-plus Standard Technology
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chic e-line/s-plus Equipment

Standard equipment

AL-KO low frame chassis
e-line yachting: with single 
axle, wide-wheelbase 
chassis, 1,980 mm, 4.5 t 
perm. gross weight

Bus mirror system* 
Carthago “bestview”: 
additional wide-angle 
mirror, rain deflection 
function, driver’s cabin 
door lighting

Central locking system (CL)*
with remote control for 
driver’s cabin and cabin 
doors (Fiat: in main key)

Luxury folding bed
Entry without ladder via 
side bench lounge seating 
group

AL-KO low frame chassis
e-line linerclass: with 
double axle, wide-wheel-
base chassis, 1,980 mm,  
5.0 t perm. gross weight

Insulating double glazing
Side windows driver’s cabin 
on driver and passenger 
sides, electric window on 
driver’s cabin door

“Coming home”*
function in combination 
with CL: delayed switch-off 
for outside lighting 

Luxury folding bed 
with ample standing height 
in driving condition, 
allowing easy access to the 
driver’s cabin

Iveco Daily 50C high frame 
s-plus
Sturdy ladder frame with 
rear wheel drive, dual tyres, 
gross vehicle weight 5.4 t

Security cabin door 
with triple locking mecha-
nism, steel hinges on inside, 
window with insect blind

Insulating pleated wind-
screen blind
with dual function via 
horizontal operation from 
above and below

Skylight 
Mini Heki and book shelf 
with LED reading lamp 
above folding bed

LED day driving light
Innovative LED day driving 
light under the main 
headlight for additional 
safety

Driver’s cabin door
with security double 
locking mechanism and 
electric window

Luxury folding bed 
Sleeping position: can be 
positioned very low, 
therefore high sitting 
headroom/low access. 
Stable support 

Panorama skylight
Heki III 900 x 600 mm 
above lounge seating group

* Contents of Super Package.
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L-shaped bench with  
2 belted seats 
with removable seat area 
for conversion to  
2 belted seats for travel

160-l refrigerator
with separate freezer 
compartment, refrigerator 
raised to hand-height in 
combination cabinet

Glass rear wall in corner 
kitchen
easy to clean, join-free, 
with side shelves

Kitchen drawers
Drawers in household 
quality, roller opening and 
self-closing

Storage area under seating 
group
access from inside via 
seating bench (opening 
with special hinge makes 
removal of seating cushions 
unnecessary)

Kitchen work surface
Sturdy surface with 
additional edge to prevent 
splashing and dripping

Wall shelves
Wall shelves integrated at 
the sides in the kitchen wall 
provide practical storage 
space

Apothecary pull-out
in centre element of corner 
kitchen, incl. 2 waste bins 
and further drawer

Large round table 
with real wood profile, 
extends in 2 directions, 
optimal integration of all 
seats 

Coffee machine lift 
(patented) lowerable from 
roof kitchen storage 
compartment (lift is 
standard, coffee machine is 
optional)

Sink cover
Top side in work surface 
decor, underside for use as 
cutting board

Bottle cabinet
in corner kitchen suitable 
for tall bottles (with 
bathroom floor plans)

Blind system 
in household quality, 
operated with chain. 
Removable for cleaning

Designer tap
Solid metal design with 
pull-out spray head, tap in 
practical pot height

“Flex” drawer organiser 
system 
for individual loading of the 
kitchen drawers

Bar cabinet 
above kitchen, illuminated, 
optional: glass insert with 
Carthago glass set

chic e-line/s-plus Equipment
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Standard equipment

chic e-line/s-plus Equipment

Ceiling fan
above kitchen area as 
extractor. Ventilation 
function

Antara upholstery covers 
with highly effective 
”Teflon Repel” stain 
protection, resistant to UV 
light

Living area lighting
LED technology in warm 
light colour, electricity-
saving and long-life

“One level” shower access
Shower entry on a level 
with the living area floor 
(bathroom floor plans)

Changing room
separable via living area 
dividing blind (combination 
bathroom) or bathroom 
living area dividing door

Leather pouch 
behind entrance handle in 
entry area as storage

Night light
Separate night lighting on 
floor, additional to living 
area lighting

Backlit bathroom mirror
bathroom mirror with 
accent lighting integrated 
in the mirror surface 
(bathroom floor plans) 

Teak wood shower insert
Shower area with remov-
able teak wood floor

Water drain cocks 
in double floor behind 
entrance, heated so 
frost-free, can be operated 
from outside

Design columns
on round wall, with 
integrated leather covering, 
quality workmanship

7-zone cold foam  
mattresses
Stable beds with high 
quality 7-zone cold foam 
mattresses

Lounge seating group 
upholstery
ergonomically shaped, high 
sitting comfort due to back 
support

Disposal hose 
with large bayonet 
connection, stowed in gas 
compartment

Rainwater shower 
with large standing height, 
additional power shower 
head (bathroom floor 
plans)

Surface lighting
Living area step to the 
kitchen with integrated 
surface lighting flush to 
floor
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Extras and special equipment

chic e-line/s-plus Equipment

Living area heating system 
in driver’s cabin area  
with heated dashboard 
(integrated heating 
convector)

Exterior hatches
sunken hinges, therefore 
smooth chassis without 
protruding hinges

Exterior hatches
with double sealing 
system: external sealing 
designed as splash water 
sealing

Central handle
for practical, one-handed 
opening of the exterior 
hatches

Bus mirror system 
Carthago “bestview”,  
in bicolour black/silver 
platinum (Super Package)

Sat system Oyster
“Oyster Digital 85”,  
85 cm diameter with CI slot, 
installation height 22 cm

AL-KO ALC
Level controller for 
optimised driving comfort 
and automatic levelling 
when driving

Truma Secumotion
Gas flow monitor with 
automatic converter and 
de-ice function(Super 
Package)

Roof canopy
on roof curve mounted on 
special profile rail

Solar panel
Solar installation for 
additional power feed (to 
keep the batteries charged)

AL-KO Air Premium X2
Fully pneumatic rear axle 
suspension with raising/
lowering function for single 
and double axles

Large scooter garage hatch
also on driver side (like 
standard passenger side) 
instead of side door

Satellite system Teleco 
“Teleco Flatsat Classic 85”, 
assembly height only 
approx. 19 cm (attractively 
priced package)

AL-KO Crank rear steadies
to prevent vehicle swaying 
in standing position  
(Super Package)

AL-KO Air Premium X4 
Fully pneumatic rear and 
front axle suspension with 
automatic levelling and 
driving level adjustment

Rear garage upgrade
with non-slip floor 
covering, needle felt on rear 
and side wall, additional 
luggage nets, lashing 
straps (Super Package)
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Extras and special equipment

chic e-line/s-plus Equipment

Roof rail
mounted on standard roof 
rail system, incl. 1 traverse 
beam

Radio/DVD 
incl. radio aerial, 2 speakers 
in driver’s cabin, 2 speakers 
above lounge seating group 
(Super Package)

Automatic air-conditioning 
system
in driver’s cabin panel with 
automatic temperature 
control (Super Package)

“Nautic” ship’s clock set
Set of three instruments 
including thermometer, 
hygrometer, barometer and 
clock, installed above the 
entrance (Super Package)

Rear ladder
for climbing onto roof patio 
via vehicle rear

Reversing camera 
Single lens integrated in 
rear with black/white 
function. Good field of 
vision behind vehicle  
(Super Package)

Luxury dashboard
with fine wood inlays, 
stainless-steel-design 
dashboard air vents  
(Super Package)

Leather panels
Exclusive trim on living area 
windows and seating group 
in bicolour leather

BKS security lock
Driver’s cabin door 
(integrated) and cabin door, 
lock in household technol-
ogy, additional break-in 
security

Reversing camera
Double lens incl. shutter, 
for distance and close-up, 
rear wall installation  
(Super Package)

“Quick-up” TFT pull-out 
system behind the seat 
back of the side bench, 
pull-out/lowering function 
for 19" TFT

Coffee machine
Krups 230 V for standard 
coffee machine lift from 
roof storage compartment 
above kitchen 

Fingerprint access system
Function without key by 
recognition of the  
programmed fingerprint

Reversing camera monitor 
separate 7" glare-free 
monitor with good visibility 
located in the side of the 
dashboard (Super Package)

TFT 19" Alphatronic
extra-flat, LED background 
illumination, brilliant image 
quality, low power con-
sumption

Corean kitchen work 
surface
Kitchen worktop in 
exclusive, seamless Corean 
in creme
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Extras and special equipment

chic e-line/s-plus Equipment

Tec-Tower
Refrigerator-freezer and 
gas oven combination, total 
volume 160 litres (instead 
of standard fridge)

No folding bed 
Surrounding overhead 
storage cabinets in driver’s 
cabin area instead of 
standard folding bed

Additional fuel heating 
Webasto Thermo Top 300 C 
living area heating system 
with fuel instead of gas

Front roller blinds
instead of standard front 
pleated blinds, operated 
electrically

Driver’s cabin seat 
adjustment
Angle/height adjustment: 
Seat angle adjustable at 
front and back (Super 
Package)

Outside shower 
in rear garage on passenger 
side, hot/cold with shower 
head and connecting hose

Winter insulation mat set
for front and side windows 
of driver’s cabin.  
Easy attachment

Blaupunkt media centre
Touchscreen function incl. 
radio/CD, navigation and 
reversing camera with 
monitor (Super Package)

Suspension Package 2
Rear axle pneumatic 
suspension with raise/
lower function, widened 
gauge rear and front axle

Suspension Package 1
Rear axle pneumatic 
suspension, additional front 
axle pneumatic suspension, 
front axle alloy hubs, rear 
axle hubcaps

Pneumatic rear axle 
suspension 
with raising/lowering 
function to increase driving 
comfort

Hubcap
Stainless steel for Iveco 
Daily 50C standard steel 
rim rear axle

Quick-lift rear support
to prevent vehicle swaying 
in standing position  
(Super Package)

Light alloy wheel rims
with wide tyres and wider 
wheelbase on front axle

Additional pneumatic 
suspension 
on Iveco Daily front axle to 
increase driving comfort

Hubcap
Stainless steel for Iveco 
Daily 50C standard steel 
rim front axle



highliner

Wall thickness

48mm
linerclass

highliner

You are on your way to the top, and that is why the Highliner on the Iveco Daily 
chassis suits you so well. It is difficult to not call it a liner, since its geneology can 
be doubtlessly traced to the premium range liner – the liner de luxe. That can be 
easily seen in the seat position in the raised driver’s cabin and the extremely 
strong walls with a total thickness of 48 mm. Noticeable - because they can’t be 
noticed – are the bus hatches, which are seamlessly integrated in the side wall  
of the vehicle. The capacity of the huge storage spaces located behind them is 
scarcely imaginable. The large water reserves guarantee high self-sufficiency even 
on long journeys without external supply. As an alternative to the Model 59 LE,  
we hereby present Model 50, the shortest variant of the highliner.

•  6.5 t to 7.0 t gross vehicle weight

•  Raised driver’s cabin: better visibility, “liner” driving sensation

•  Exterior bus hatches with access to double floor storage space and  
load-through area

•  Premium floor plan with maxi bathroom incl. 2 ceiling-high wardrobes

•  Particularly high self-sufficiency: 275 l of fresh water, 230 l of  
waste water; 2 x 140 Ah gel batteries, Alde hot water heating,  
insulating double glazing

N.B.: Deviations for Model 50. 

“The inside of the highliner presents an 
unbelievably attractive vehicle. Compare this 
vehicle with others in its price range to see the 
advantages. We like to take long journeys and 
a vehicle with such luxury and enormous bat-
tery and water capacities is simply unbeatable. 
Another strong feature is the seat position of 
the highliner. In our opinion, the highliner is 
actually a liner!”

Carthago customers and brand ambassadors 
Moni and Erwin Straßer

Additional load World Champion
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Space concept highliner

Space concept highliner

Raised driver’s cabin: better 
view due to higher seat posi-
tion, “liner feeling”

SKA driver’s cabin comfort 
seats, further apart for wide 
passage and more sitting com-
fort in the living area position.

One level living area floor from 
rear bed into driver’s cabin.

Deep lowered, completely insu-
lated rear garage with 2 large 
exterior hatches, fixing system 
with flexible eyelets.

1,300 mm

325 mm

960 mm
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Space concept highliner

Additional storage space 
integrated in the double floor, 
heated for frost protection, 
completely insulated.

Electric entrance step lowered 
behind side skirting.

Large through-loading storage 
space in double floor under  
lounge seating group with 
lowered underfloor and large 
insulated exterior hatch.

Frameless bus hatches with 
parallelogram controls

665 mm

1,980 mm

1,750 mm

850 mm
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highliner

Lounge seating group, long side bench,  
maxi bathroom, XL corner kitchen with double 
sink, two ceiling-high wardrobes

The floor plan also makes the “highliner” a true 
member of the liner family. It meets highest 
demands on living comfort and ambience. 
Especially designed for the highliner, the room 
layout is reminiscent of a holiday apartment:

•  Lounge seating group with long side bench
•  Lounge seating group with 2 belted seats for 

the journey
•  Drawer under side bench
•  Large “high-line” living area table, movable in 

two directions
•  One level living area floor from driver’s cabin 

to vehicle rear
•  XL corner kitchen with double sink and large 

work surface
•  Premium bathroom with changing room 

accessible through living area dividing door
•  Integrated in the changing room: 2 large, 

ceiling-high wardrobes
•  Sleeping area can be separated off with sliding 

door

N.B.: not all floor plan descriptions apply to 
Model 50

View of living area floor plan family 1

Lounge seating group with view into driver’s cabin
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Drawer under side bench
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Chassis:  Iveco Daily 65C/70C high frame 
Wheel base:  4,350 mm
Standing height: 1.98 m
Sleeping places fixed/variable:  4 / 5
Seats during the journey:   4

highliner 50

Model strengths:
• Extra compact floor plan with lengthwise single beds
•  Front round seating group with side bench  

and round table
• Corner kitchen with round stainless steel sink
• Bathroom with solid dividing door to living area
• Wash area with toilet, for separate use
• Lengthwise single beds 2 x 80 x 198 cm 
• Folding bed 130 x 195 cm
• Wardrobes integrated under rear beds 
• Spacious scooter garage

Interior width: 1,150mm
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1,3
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highliner

3.25 m

2.27 m7.83 m
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Maxi bathroom with shower opposite and 2 wardrobes

XL corner kitchen with double sink 

“Quick-up” TFT pull-out system 22" behind the seat back of the side bench

highliner

Floor plan family models 54, 59, 62 Q
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Lounge seating group 
with long side bench

Maxi bathroom

XL corner kitchen 
with double sink

160-l refrigerator at raised level in 
separate combination cabinet

Coffee machine lift from roof storage compartment kitchen

Washroom with toilet

One level living area floor from driver’s cabin to vehicle rear

highliner
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Chassis:  Iveco Daily 65C/70C high frame 
Wheel base:  4,350 mm
Standing height: 1.98 m
Sleeping places fixed/variable:  4 / 5 
Seats during the journey:   4

highliner 54

highliner

Model strengths:
• Comfort floor plan premium range
•  Lounge seating group with long side bench
• Outwardly positioned SKA driver’s cabin seats
• Luxury living area table, movable in two directions
• XL corner kitchen with double sink
•  Combination cabinet with 160-l refrigerator  

at hand height
•  Maxi bathroom with solid dividing door to living area 

and sliding door to rear bed
• Wash area with toilet, for separate use
• 2 integrated, ceiling-high wardrobes in the bathroom 
• Rear bed 147 x 210 cm 
•  Folding bed 130 x 195 cm 
• Spacious scooter garage

Interior width: 1,150 mm
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3.25 m

2.27 m7.98 m
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Chassis:  Iveco Daily 65C/70C high frame 
Wheel base:  4,750 mm
Standing height: 1.98 m
Sleeping places fixed/variable:  4 / 5
Seats during the journey:   4

highliner 59 LE

Model strengths:
• Comfort floor plan premium range 
•  Lounge seating group with long side bench
• Outwardly positioned SKA driver’s cabin seats
• Luxury living area table, movable in two directions
• XL corner kitchen with double sink
•  Combination cabinet with 160-l refrigerator  

at hand height
•  Maxi bathroom with solid dividing door to living area 

and sliding door to rear bed
• Wash area with toilet, for separate use
• 2 integrated, ceiling-high wardrobes in the bathroom 
• Rear beds 2 x 80 x 198 cm 
•  Folding bed 130 x 195 cm 
• Spacious scooter garage

highliner

Interior width: 1,150 mm
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Chassis:  Iveco Daily 65C/70C high frame 
Wheel base:  4,750 mm
Standing height: 1.98 m
Sleeping places fixed/variable:  4 / 5
Seats during the journey:   4

highliner 62 Q

Interior width: 1,150 mm

In
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Model strengths:
• Comfort floor plan premium range
•  Lounge seating group with long side bench
• Outwardly positioned SKA driver’s cabin seats
• Luxury living area table, movable in two directions
•  XL corner kitchen with double sink
•  Combination cabinet with 160-l refrigerator  

at hand height
•  Maxi bathroom with solid dividing door to living area 

and sliding door to rear bed
• Wash area with toilet, for separate use
• 2 integrated, ceiling-high wardrobes in the bathroom 
•  Queen-size bed 145 x 195 cm with 2 side wardrobes, 

drawers on the front of the bed
•  Folding bed 130 x 195 cm 
• Spacious scooter garage

highliner

3.25 m

2.27 m8.72 m
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Design Exterior

Exterior colours

Silverline option: Bodywork silver • Vehicle front silver • A-column silver-platinum, 
front, side, rear skirt and wheel arches anthracite

Standard white: Bodywork white • Vehicle front white • A-column silver-platinum, 
front, side, rear skirt and wheel arches anthracite
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Design Interior

Kitchen fronts, flooring, furniture handles

Corner kitchen with round stainless steel sink (only model highliner 50), front 
in summer chestnut decor, inserts in stainless steel decor, kitchen work 
surfaces in stone with Corian anti-drip edge, Savannah decor.

XL corner kitchen with stainless steel double sink (standard), front in summer 
chestnut decor, inserts in stainless steel decor, kitchen work surfaces in stone 
with Corian anti-drip edge, Savannah decor.

“Yacht one” kitchen fronts (optional) on drawers on both sides in high gloss 
creme Yacht design.

Wash stand seamlessly integrated sink
Creme decor (standard).

PVC flooring (standard) in ship’s floor 
effect “Mallee Eukalyptus”. Optional: 
removable carpeting.

“Pull-open” (standard) solid handles 
with decorative chrome trim on 
overhead cabinets.

Kitchen work surfaces Corean 
(optional) heavy design, seam-
less surfaces.
Aurora decor (not model 50).
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highliner standard technology

Technology like at home

Storage space concept double floor “highliner” 
•  Height in the area of the lowered side double floor storage spaces  

up to 665 mm
•  Standard height double floor 345 mm
•  Through-loading double floor in front area
•  Double floor with deep lowered double floor storage space in sandwich 

technology
•  Outside access double floor and in the side double floor storage spaces with 

extra high, frameless bus sandwich hatches with parallelogram technology 
•  Inside access to double floor and bilge compartments via living area  

floor hatches
•  Large rear garage with deep lowered frame behind double floor

Double floor as air-conditioning storage
•  Air convectors in the double floor guarantee effective heat  

circulation
•  Heat storage in thermal bridge-free insulated double floor
•  Upward heat radiation = underfloor heating

Hot water heating and heat storage
•   Hot water central heating technology like at home with several heat 

convectors in the double floor, rear garage, driver’s cabin and living area
•  Additional two-speed heat booster with switch under driver’s cabin seat
•  Area between front blind and windscreen heated by convector
•  Additional hot water underfloor heating in living area. 
•  Aluminium on wall interiors  

= excellent heat conductor and heat storage. Heat is quickly absorbed, stored 
and evenly radiated

Water supply
•  Water tanks for fresh water (265 l) and waste water (205 l) integrated  

in double floor, protected against frost
•  Drainage cocks in heated double floor, easily accessible via living area bilge 

hatch in entrance area
•  Reliable and low-maintenance supply via water pressure pump system 
•  Taps/fittings in household quality

Electricity
•  Electrics centre in rear garage easily accessible
•  Battery compartments underneath accessible from the rear garage.  

Standard: 2 x 140 Ah gel batteries, can be increased
•  Multi functional panel above entrance door, clear layout and easy operation 

with touch panel, with ampere meter (displays energy balance)
•  Living area lighting using modern LED technology, individually dimmable, 

separate night light, mood lighting, alternating switching from several 
switches

N.B.: Not all details apply to model 50.
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highliner equipment

Iveco Daily 65C/70C  
high frame 
Sturdy ladder frame with 
rear wheel drive, dual tyres, 
gross vehicle weight 7.0 t

Security cabin door
with triple locking mecha-
nism, steel hinges on inside, 
window with insect blind

Luxury folding bed 
Sleeping position: can be 
positioned very low, 
therefore high sitting 
headroom/low access. 
Stable support

“high-line” living area 
table
with real wood profile, 
extends in 2 directions, 
optimal integration of all 
seats 

Driver’s cabin unit
raised original Iveco driver’s 
cabin for better visibility 
and “liner feeling”

Remote control*
for opening and closing the 
cabin door (with separate 
handheld transmitter)

Skylight 
Mini Heki and book shelf 
with LED reading lamp 
above folding bed

Blind system 
in household quality, 
operated with chain. 
Removable for cleaning

Bus mirror system*
Carthago “bestview”: 
additional wide-angle 
mirror, rain deflection 
function

“Coming home”*
function in combination 
with CL: delayed switch-off 
for outside lighting

Driver’s cabin luxury seats
with armrests and inte-
grated seatbelt as well as 
seat angle adjustment

160-l refrigerator
with separate freezer 
compartment, refrigerator 
raised to hand-height in 
combination cabinet

Insulating double glazing
Side windows driver’s 
cabin, driver and passenger 
sides, sliding windows

Electric front roller blind
with insulating property, 
electric raising and 
lowering

Panorama skylight
Heki III 900 x 600 mm 
above lounge seating group

Kitchen work surface
Sturdy surface with 
additional stone edge to 
prevent splashing and 
dripping

* Contents of Super Package.

Standard equipment
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highliner equipment

Coffee machine lift 
(patented) lowerable from 
roof kitchen storage 
compartment (lift is 
standard, coffee machine is 
optional)

Bar cabinet 
above kitchen, illuminated, 
optional: glass insert with 
Carthago glass set

“One level” shower access
Shower entry on a level 
with the living area floor 
(bathroom floor plans)

Exterior bus hatches
frameless wall sandwich 
hatches integrated flush in 
the side wall

Designer tap
Solid metal design with 
pull-out spray head, tap in 
practical pot height

Ceiling fan
above kitchen area as 
extractor. Ventilation 
function

Water drain cocks 
in double floor behind 
entrance, heated so 
frost-free, can be operated 
from outside

Exterior bus hatches
with practical parallelo-
gram operation, hatches 
open up parallel to side wall

“Flex” drawer organiser 
system 
for individual loading of the 
kitchen drawers

Teak wood shower insert
Shower area with remov-
able teak wood floor

Living area lighting
LED technology in warm 
light colour, electricity-
saving and long-life

Central handle
for practical, one-handed 
opening of the exterior 
hatches

Kitchen drawers
Drawers in household 
quality, roller opening and 
self-closing

Rainwater shower 
with large standing height, 
additional power shower 
head

Night light
Separate night lighting on 
floor, additional to living 
area lighting

Large scooter garage hatch
on driver and passenger 
side with double locking 
and opening cushion on 
both sides
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Extras and special equipment

highliner equipment

Roof canopy
on roof curve mounted on 
special profile rail

BKS security lock
Cabin door, household-
standard lock, additional 
break-in security

Reversing camera
Double lens incl. shutter, 
for distance and close-up, 
rear wall installation (Super 
Package)

“Nautic” ship’s clock set
Set of three instruments 
including thermometer, 
hygrometer, barometer and 
clock, installed above the 
entrance (Super Package)

Satellite system Teleco 
“Teleco Flatsat Classic 85”, 
assembly height only 
approx. 19 cm (attractively 
priced package)

Fingerprint access system
Function without key  
by recognition of the 
programmed fingerprint

Reversing camera monitor 
Separate 7" glare-free 
monitor with good visibility 
located in the side of the 
dashboard (Super Package)

Leather panels
Exclusive covers on living 
area windows and seating 
group in bicolour leather

Satellite system Oyster
“Oyster Digital 85”,  
85 cm diameter with CI slot, 
installation height 22 cm

Radio/DVD 
incl. radio aerial, 2 speakers 
in driver’s cabin, 2 speakers 
above lounge seating group 
(Super Package)

TFT pull-out system 
“Quick-up” behind the seat 
back of the side bench, 
pull-out/lowering function 
for 22" TFT (model 50: 19")

Coffee machine
Krups 230 V for standard 
coffee machine lift from 
roof storage compartment 
above kitchen

Solar module
Solar installation for 
additional power feed (to 
keep the batteries charged)

Reversing camera 
Single lens integrated in 
rear with black/white 
function. Good rear field of 
view (Super Package)

TFT 22" Alphatronic
Extra-flat, LED background 
illumination, brilliant image 
quality, low power con-
sumption

Corean kitchen work 
surface
Join-free, including 
household kettle with glass 
bottom
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highliner equipment

Dashboard
with exclusive leather cover 
and contrast design 
stitching

No folding bed 
Surrounding overhead 
storage cabinets in driver’s 
cabin area instead of 
standard folding bed

Additional fuel heating 
Webasto Thermo Top 300 C 
living area heating system 
with fuel instead of gas

Ceramic fixed toilet
with faeces tank, capacity 
150 l. Tank integrated in 
double floor

Tec-Tower
Refrigerator-freezer and 
gas oven combination, total 
volume 160 litres (instead 
of standard fridge)

Pneumatic rear axle 
suspension
with raising/lowering 
function to increase driving 
comfort

Living area carpet
for driver’s cabin and living 
area, loosely laid, remov-
able

Additional pneumatic 
suspension 
on Iveco Daily front axle to 
increase driving comfort 
and stability

Outside shower 
in rear garage on passenger 
side, hot/cold with shower 
head and connecting hose

Light alloy wheel rims
with wide tyres and wider 
wheelbase on front axle

Towel radiator
in bathroom area, adjusted 
with household-type 
thermostat

Hubcap
for rear axle, standard steel 
rim. Design matches alloy 
hub on front axle



Carthago World of Living

Cordoba
Standard for all models

Barcelona
Standard e-line and higher

Agadir
Standard e-line and higher

Venezia
Standard for all models

Toulouse
Standard e-line and higher

Very high quality Antara/fabric combination: 
Fabric with dirt-repellent stain protection, Antara with highly effective Teflon Repel stain protection

Very high quality Antara design
Antara with highly effective Teflon Repel stain protection

Carthago World of Living
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Carthago World of Living

Macchiato part leather
Optional

Savannah part leather
Optional

Creme part leather
Optional

Very high quality leather/fabric combination: 
Outstanding quality leather, fabric with dirt repellent stain protection

Leather features
High quality leather

Creme leather
Optional

Striking creme coloured leather in outstanding quality

Bicolour leather
Optional

Classy combination of bicolour leather in outstanding 
quality



Carthago Reisemobilbau GmbH  
www.carthago.com

Regarding the information in this catalogue: Since the compilation of this catalogue in August 2012, changes may have been made to products. The right to construction and 
design changes, deviations in colour and changes in the scope of delivery by the manufacturer is reserved during the delivery period. Colour deviations may be the result of the 
printing technology. Please note that the pictures and illustrations of the vehicles may include some special equipment at additional cost. For any further technical data, please 
see the Price List, also for details of seats during travel etc. These details comply with the German highway regulations (StVO and StVZO).  
© Carthago Reisemobil GmbH. D-88213 Ravensburg/Schmalegg, Tel. +49 751 79121-0, www.carthago.com
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